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A Current Overview
The family is both an emo-
tional and a political issue.
Several Boston Universlty
faculty members o任er insight
into its current status and
future possibilities.
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Behind Shut Doors
The intimate family circle can
erupt m Violence. Professor
Hussein Abdilahi has been
investlgatlng family crises in
SPeCific neighborhoods to
understand the prevalence of
this problem.
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The EvoIution of Baby Ta量k
Language, that complex key
to communication, is leamed
in infancy. The Language
Indices Study recently fol-
lowed its development pro-
CeSS in 56 children from birth
through age three.
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Training Fathers
Under the direction of Pro-
fessor Ron Levant, the
‘’Fatherhood Project’’at
Boston Universlty is teach-
1ng fathers to deal with and
improve their role.
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Sex roles are initiated and
reinforced within the family.
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Ga量量ery
The early astronomers pro-
duced beautiful maps of the
heavens. Their celestial
images serve as valuable sci-
entific records as well as aes-
thetic art.
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Corporate CIinicians
Culture is an important ele-
ment in corporate strategy
And many companies are
enlistmg COnSultants, SuCh as
Professor Stan Davis, tO help
define who they are and what
they should be.
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The Engineer as Hero
The early engmeerS, because
Of their impact on society,
SerVed as an insplration and a
threat to the contemporary
POetS and the writers, aCCOrd-
mg tO Professor Cecelia Tichi.
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OuSehold wlrlng
nomally carries an
electrical current of
120 volts. But every so
Often a “spike’’occurs
Where VOltage suddenly
JunPS tO 1200, 2500,
even 6000 volts for a
fi靴tion of a second.
The cause can be extemal (1ightning strike on a
power line) or intemal (arcing as a re鮎gerator;
food processor or oil bumer goes on and off)・
These instantaneous transients can damage or
destroy expensive solid-State electronic equlP-
ment: COmPuterS, video decks, StereOS, tele-
visions. The Solid State Protector eliminates the
danger by dissipating the excess voltage ham-
1essly as heat. $12.00 ($1.95) each, #A998.
ndoor air quality can get abysmally low -
especially in o聯ces) rOOmS where people
are smoking, houses buttoned up tight
and stuffy ove血eated city apartments.
Here are two newly developed tooIs that do a
bang-uP job of imprcwing indoor air - and
along with it your comfort誹ur health and your
mood. Thol # 1 (shown below right) takes out of
the air all the things youめ初want: dust, Ciga-
rette smoke, SOOt, POllen, animal dander) 99% of
all partic山ate pollutants. The Bionaire 500 air
cleaner scrubs 45 cubic feet of air per minute,
the average room three times an hour.皿e unit
includes switchable ion generator and fra-
grance dispenser. Tbol # 2 (shown al)Ove) puts
back into the air the one thing youめwant -
G曲暗§ G⑱鱒甘藍鯛圃㊤瞳虞はY
pU齢pS椅c教U回回書教
㌢誓h  Lifeline Gym is the most space e鯖icient,
薫time efficient home fitness device on the
market today It allows you to simulate just albout
any of the exercises done on the expensive
machines fo皿d in health spas and gymnapiuns.
The reason is rubber - a StretChable rubber
Cable of the type used to stop planes landing on
aircraft carriers. With this rubber cable, reSist-
ance increases with movement - yOur muSCles
are challenged through their full range of move-
ment. And because you have to resist its tendency
to snap back on the retum move, yOu galn a
double benefit from your effort. Ybu overcome
positive md negative resistance in the course of
each exercise. The Liftline Gym is aqiustable for
individual strength levels and for different body-
shaping intentions. $36.00 ($3.95)私748.
moisture. Low household humidity correlates
with a higher incidence of winter colds and
respiratory infections. The Douglas hunidifier
uses皿rasound to break water particles into a
mist so fine it diffuses through a 1500 sq. ft.
area. Operation is virtually silent) the unit
holds one gallon ofwater, is easily fi11ed at any
sink and the cold steam lS Perfectly safe. It is
also ultra-POrtable - meaSureS Only 15〃 x 6′′ x
12′′, Weighs皿der 8 1bs. and can be situated
almost an where. The ultrasonic hunidifier
costs $139.00 ($10,95) #A887. The mode1 500
air cleaner costs $150.00 ($9.95) #A1227. A
larger mode1 1000 is also available (3 speeds,
118 CFM cleaning capacity) for $289.00
($12.95)♯A1229.All units are UL-1isted and
餌Iy guaranteed. See how your houseplants
thrive with these air improvers at work and
you,ll g t some idea ofthe benefits the hunans
in your household are receiving.
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e pocket calculator has shrunk to a
shadow of its fomer seIf-barely thicker
母an a pair of ordinary credit cards back-tO-
back, eaSily slim enough at?fto slip ln yOur
wallet. This state-Ofthe-art TboIs for Living
calculator card operates on available light, SO
it never needs batteries (the new solar panel
is so efficient it requlreS Only one-third the
light of earlier solar-POWered models)・ Easy
accurate film keypad with four functions plus
percent, Square rOOt and 3 memory keys.
8-digit LCD display. Automatic on and off.
The price is $15.00 ($2.95)私lO79.
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you work with the right tooIs jobs are
done bette車n less time, with less energy
expended. Here are three of the best around-
the-house cleaners we,ve ever worked with. Tbol
現is our lambswool duster; 27〃 1ong and
Perfect for fumiture, bric-a-brac) China) CryStal
and pictures. The static charge in the New
Zealand lambswooI causes dust literally to leap
o鯖surfaces. Tbol #2 solves the problem ofhow to
clean venetian blinds e縦ciently This blind
cleaner has 7 roller fingers, 4〃 long and covered
with a synthetic lambswool that picks up and
holds dust and dirt. Pull the trigger and the
fingers spread enough to slip over the blind slats
(6 mini-blind slats or 3 conventional slats)・
Release the trigger and move the cleaner back
and forth along the blind. The rollers can be
removed and washed. Tbol #3 is an incredible
cleaner called Simple Green. Use it in the
bathroom, On windows and floors) aS a Stain
remover or laundry presoak, On rugS, uPhoIstery
leatheI; eVen engines. Simple Green is non-
al)raSive, nOn-CauStic, low-Phosphate and bio-
degradable. It can be used on anything you use
cold water on. Wb o鯖er this cleanlng grouP,
dusteF blind cleaner and one 160Z. bottle of
Simple Green forjust $17;00 ($3.95) J払lO7l.
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e beauty of bio-
feedback is that it
detects and amplifies
the hidden body signals
Of stress. It first puts
us in touch with our
StreSS levels and sec-
Ond helps produce the
deep levels of relax-
ation needed to wash
StreSS from the body.
The GSR2 gives a very
PreCise reading of our relaxation state (accom-
Plished by monitoring the electrical resistance
Of the skin). When you sit comfortably with your
hand curved around the GSR2 unit and your
fingers on the stainless steel sensing plates, yOu
hear a hummlng SOund that corresponds to your
level of stress and tension. The accompanymg
CaSSette taPe (or written instructions) teaches
you how to reduce the hunming through 9 leⅥ叫
each corresponding with a progressively greater
degree of relaxation. With regular use a few
minutes a day you will get to the point where you
Can aChieve deep conscious relaxation at will,
anytime, anyPlace. The GSR2 biofeedback system
COmeS COmplete with earphone, instructions,
CaSSette taPe, rePlaceable 2-year battery and
l机warranty for only$50.00 ($4.95)私lO35. If
you have a personal computer and are intrigued
by the idea of hawing it help you relax, try the
Calmpute program. This ingenious pleCe Of
SOftware combines biofeedback monitoring with
a sophisticated “personalized’’programmlng
that enables you to improve your relaxation
abilities interactiⅥ油Program develops your
individual stress profile. Road raclng game
rewards ability to stay calm, teaChes relaxation
under pressure. The Calmpute software with
GSR monitor costs$79.00 ($5.95)私1174 and is
available重br Apple II Plus and IIe, Cbmmodore,
Atari and IBM PC home computers.
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n Omaha, NebI‘aska
man went looking
for a control to turn his
lawn sprinkler on and
Off automatically while
he was away on vaca-
tion. He couldn,t find
anything short of in-
Stalling an expensive
underground system.
So he invented the
RainMatic computer-
ized water control unit.
It sc ews in betwe n
faucet nd hose and
allows you to program up to eight different
Watering period  per day for each day of the
Week. At each programmed intervAl the Rain-
Matic turns the water on and off automatically.
Ⅶ)u’ve never had such freedom from lawn and
garden wa er ng chores. The職,inMatic has a
manual bypass, OPerateS On 4 alkaline D-Cells
(not included) and costs $59.00 ($4.95)私lO80.
It is especially convenient fdr drip-irrigation
SyStemS. One year limited warranty.
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nventional seating
OSitions the body
SO the angle between
torso and legs is 90O
Or less. This posture
PutS PreSSure On the
lower back, and cramps
breathing and circula-
tion. The Cloud Chair
represents an entirely
new concept of seating. It redistributes body
Weight using the knees and lower legs so the
back and upper body automatica11y find a
relaxed position of perfect balance. The chair
frame is oak laminate shaped by a “bentwood’’
PrOCeSS. The seat and knee rest are padded and
uphoIstered in a neutral brown color. The chair
POSitions you at the exact same height as a
regular o縦ce or table chair and has been used
SuCCeSSfully in homes and o縦ces by people 4’6’’
to 6’9〃. $90.00 ($9.95)力A925.
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tried White Wizard cleaner on a rug
Stain of several months’standing.皿e rug
Came Clean. Wb tried it on the grass-Stained
knees of the kids’blue jeans.皿ey came clean.
Wchried it on a necktie gravy stain. It came clean.
Now it is the first thing we reach for wllen COn-
fronted with a gr ase, Oil, blood, ink, berⅣ fruit
JulCe, lipstick, COffee, tea, SmOke or pet stain.
Wb have found White Wizard exceedingly mild-
mannered - Odorless) neutral Ph, nOn-abrasive,
biodegradable, COmPOunded of 9 non-tOXic qual-
ity chemicals. Twh lO-OZ. tubs of White Wizard
COSt $12.00 ($2.95)力A1008.
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Plus t‘he Orient, Disney F10rida巾ish Countryside, Paris, England & ScotIand, All France, Spain & Morocco, Switzerland,
Italy& Sicily, Greece, Scandinavia and much, muCh more.
This fa= Boston University Alumni Travel is rea量ly golng Places. Our charte叩rogram spans the g10be from
Europe to the Orient and offers a variety of exciting vacation opportunities. You can, for example, Choose
from a one-Wee輔esta in Rio de Janeiro, a tWO-Week exp10ration ofAthens and Rome or a three-Week
Europea早eXtraVaganZa・ Air fare and hotel accommodations are included in the one 10W PaCkage price (tax
and serⅤICe eXtra)・ Departures are conveniently available from Boston and New York. Optional side trips
and hotel upgrades let you vary your package deal・ And the rovlng traVeler can take advantage
Of ou=educed air-Only rates.
So皿s fa=, VaCation with Boston UniversityAlumni Travel and let us help make your memories.
*and othe「 vacation prlCeS
I「’or Y′Ou「 rreC brochu「c and
for mo「c in「O「matioIl,
ぐOnねCし
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AN INVENTORY OF CURRENT FINDINGS
Literafure鵜Beatr房
員)舵r古α狐最s Cbnt加ue
めEnter勿れ
T豊‡鵠iail
and Peter Rabbit wi11 always live
with their mother in a sandbank
at the root ofa big fir tree.
動e T祝e QfPeter Rabbit, WaS Cre-
ated by Beatrix Potter nearly a
Century agO, but she continues to
Charm new generations of chil-
dren and adults with her timeless
stories, WaterCOIors and draw-
ings. Potter’s work endures
because she was one of the first
authors to treat children as an
intelligent audience, aCCOrding to
Jane Crowe量l Morse, an instruc-
tor ofEnglish in the College of
Liberal Arts, Who has spent the
PaSt SeVeral years researching
Potter’s life and writings.
Morse believes that young
PeOPle continue to cherish the
tales of Peter Rabbit and other
classic Beatrix Potter characters
such as Mrs. Tiggywinkle,
Jemima Puddleduck and Benja-
min Bunny because Potter
‘‘doesn′t talk down to children:’
Youngs ers a量so Iove the fact that
Beatrix Potter storybooks are
small and easy to handle′ Said
Morse. Potter′s works have been
Published that way′ ln aCCOrd-
ance with her wishes, Since they
were first marketed at the tum of
the century.
ノノImages and words go
together:’said Morse.ノ′She was
the onglnal author/i11ustrator鵜
understanding that pictures and
text are one:’
Beatrix Potter′s literature
WaSn′t always glVen the serious
attention it deserved, eSPeCially
in England where booksellers
saw her stories and drawings
Only as ′ノtoy′′ books. In the
United States, however, Potter’s
COntributions encouraged a new
appreciation of children′s books
as a literary genre and gave rise
to the establishment of children’s
book sections in American
喜ibraries. Beatrix Potter
responded to the outpouring of
admiratio  and a債tction said
Morse, by welcoming many
雄諾諾盤n u。
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American visitors to her home in
the Engl sh Lake country and by
exchang ng letters with Ameri-
can f m 獲ies and librarians.
In Beatr諒耽)ttert Americans:
S lected Lette/S, Published in 1982
by the Hom Book′ Inc.′ editor
Mo se has gathered and pre-
sented a collection of correspond-
ence between Beatrix Potter and
her American friends. The let-
ters, Written between 1921 and
1943, the year of her death′ reVeal
a complex and talented woman
and offdr a glimpse into Potter’s
feelings about her own life and
work. The writings also demon-
strate the author′s diverse
interests in environmental con-
servation, Sheepraising, SCience
and politics・
Before beginning her research′
Morse had channeled her long-
time interest in children’s litera-
ture into writing reviews and
artides for The Horn Book, a 60-
year-Old′ Boston南based magazine
about children′s literature. In
1977 on the occasion of Peter
Rabbit′s 75th birthday,功e Horn
BEATRIX PoTTER′S WaterCOloγ (l紡) , entitled
′′Departure,′′ appeaγe在n A Rabbit’s Christ-
mas party. It /5 r印rinted ky′ permi諦onjわm
Beatrix Potter′s Americans: Selected
Letters, 1982,砂JANE CROWELL MoRSE
andpubli5hed ky′ the Hoγn Book, Inc. , Boston
The pen and fnk dewi′甥Q/Herwic友Sheep
i5 Part〆「the Mlton Public Lib侮y t
Cbllection.
Book decided to publish a collec-
tion of letters between Beatrix
Potter and the magazine’s foun-
der, Bertha Mahoney Miller.
Morse undertook the pr(カect and
realized that Potter also corre-
SPOnded regularly with other
dose American friends. The col-
lected letters, Written to a variety
Of individuals, PrOVe that Beatrix
Potter ′′could write, aS We11 as
draw with precision, insight and
COnViction, (and they) emphasize
her identity as a Westmorland
farmer and breeder of Herwick
Sheep:’Morse wrote in her intro-
duction. ′′It is also her own
record of (the) ’purposefu=ife of
achievement′′′ Beatrix Potter
StrOVe for.
Because she is associated
mainly with the little books, it is
not well known that Potter had
a great love for science and pro-
duced botanical drawings of
fungi, 1ichens and mosses with
OutStanding accuracy and detail.
′ノHer great contribution in art
has come through her scientific
drawings:’added Morse, Who
Predicts that more recognition
Will be given to these in the
future.
In fact, the author/i11ustrator
Orlgmally wanted to be a scien-
tist and once presented a paper
On fungi to a London scientific
SOCiety. Although it was accepted
for pub賞ication, Potter was not
Permitted to formally read the
PaPer because she was a woman,
SO She withdrew it. ′′She was
Very independent:’said Morse.
′′She turned from scientific stud-
ies to what were known in those
days as ′toy’books. But she
WaS a real artist and took those
′toy’books and moved them a
Step up:’
Beatrix Potter was also a con-
SerVationist and deeply cared
n fhe L励ited Sta穣,
五二;-二COn tribタI tions
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about the preservation of the
English countryside. The Lake
COuntry, Where her home, Hill
T[)P Farm, WaS Iocated, SerVed as
the setting for many ofher besト
Ioved stories. In an attempt to
raise money to preserve land for
the National Trust, She asked
Bertha Mahoney Miller and other
American friends if they would
be interested in buying some of
her drawings. They responded
enthusiastically, Said Morse.
ノノThe who量e impetus for the
Americans golng tO See her
began with the drawings she
Sent here to save the land:′ she
exp量ained. ′ノThe kind ofpeop量e
Who like to read are also the kind
Of peopl who like the outdoors
and want to k ep it. I think these
go ogeth r-aPPreCiation of the
arts and appreciation of nature.
She found she had a lot in com-
mon with the Americans:′
Through her expIoration,
Morse began to see Beatrix Potter
as ‘ノa eal pioneer:’who pursued
her ma y interests and made
achi vements in a male-domi-
nated society.ノ′For example, She
PrOVed she knew a lot about rais-
ing sh ep and she knew how to
manage a farm/’Morse pointed
Out.ノノShe broke through many
barriers:′
端整露盤㌢姓
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Morse is currently researching
material for a new book that will
focus on Beatrix Potter′s accom-
P ishments and her friendship
With an eccentric American
Writ r named Rebecca Owen.
Morse also serves as American
Secretary of the newly formed
i ternational Beatrix Potter Soci-
ety and writes a column called
′′Letter From America′′ for the
group’s publication. RecentlY, She
traveled to London for the Soci-
ety’  IntemationaI Convention
and deliv red a paper on maJOr
COllections of Beatrix Potter
books, drawings and manu-
SCripts held in the United States.
’’It’s very di鯖cult to find first
editions/′ Morse noted, ′′because
kids just loved them and they
WOre Out:’When she approached
the Library of Congress, for
example, they reported that the
B a rix Potter books held there
are so tattered that they were
reluctant to list them. But interest
in Potter’s writings and drawings
COntinues to groW said Morse.
’’We’re moving into the computer
age and a lot ofpeop獲e feel that
We muStn’t lose the art ofthe story
Or the art of storytelling:’she
COmmented. ′′You can’t cuddle up
With a computer the way a child
Can With a book. So certainly
her books will continue to
entertain:’♯
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headach6s, backaches, neCk-
aches, Shoulder aches and other
kinds of muscular discomfort.
For many, the pam Simply
never goes away, leading to a
COntinu us cyde of tension, anXi-
ety and depression. The typlCal
Chronic pa量n Su鮒訂er has often
been tested by a variety of phy-
Sicians and has spent years
taking prescription and over-the-
COunter medications in unsuc-
CeSSful attempts at relief.
Although the pain fdels very real,
they are often told to see a psy-.
Chiatrisトthat the problem is ′ノall
in your your head:’
In a way, itjust might be.
Many chronic pam Sufferers have
not been tested or treated for
What some health professionals
believe to be one ofthe most
COmmOn and most misdiagnosed
CauSeS Of chronic discomfort:
TMJ Syndrome. According to
SOme eStimates, 75 million
Am icans are a飾ected by this
dysfunction, but only within the
PaSt decade has it been recog-
nized as a potential culprit in
Chronic pam.
TMJ refers to the temporoman-
dibu量arJOint, Or the hinge con-
necting th  upper and lower
JaWS. When thisjoint is out of
alignment′ the entire JaW is
unba獲anced and muscle contrac-
ti  a d tension problems can
r sult. This causes head, neCk,
Shoulder and back pain charac-
teristic ofTMJ Syndrome,
according o George Atkins,
D.M.D., aSSistant dinical profes-
SOr Of Prosthodontics at the
Hemy M. Goldman SchooI of
Graduate Dentistry. Atkins
teaches a course in TMJ and in
Private practice in Chestnut Hill,
Massachusetts, treatS Patients
Seeking relief from chronic paln.
He has also spent the past several
years researching TMJ dysfunc-
tions in search of e鱈ective
treatments.
Unders nding TMJ Syndrome
first requires an understanding
Ofthe functions ofthejaw In
addition to chewing, the jaw
SerVeS S a Center OfbodY bal-
an . Alignment of the head and
Skull depends upon a norma量ly
POSitionedjaw. When it is in the
COrreCt POSition, the head can sit
COmfortably on the shoulders and
DR. GEORGE ATKINS, D.M.D.,
ex mines 7MJ釣解7Cγ NoRMA
CALABRO t fhe Goldman
School〆「 Gmduate Dentist砂czs
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neck. When the lowerJaW is
forced out of position, however,
he head can be thrown offbal-
ance and i s supporting musdes
must strain to keep it in place. All
the musdes in the head, neCk
and shoulders may then tense up,
forcing the rest ofthe body to
Share the strain. Aggravated fur-
ther, muSdes may go into spasm.
Symptoms of the syndrome are
Varied. An unbalancedjaw can
Create aノノclicking’’sound upon
OPening and dosing the mouth,
Said Atkins, Or aノ’roarmg’’sound
囲脚r確飛膏0線細mp飾-mandibuharjOmt, Or
脇e hir妙e COnneCtZ卿fhe
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in the ears. Some people experi-
ence dogged sinuses, frequent
SOre throats, Sharp pains behind
the eyes and around the temple,
earaches, SOre JaWS, neCk paln,
back pam and intense head-
aches, Which are commonly mis-
diagnosed as mlgraines. Less
tangible symptoms indude vary-
ing degrees of psycho看ogical
StreSS. In some cases, nOted
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Atkins, the pain becomes so
severe that even day-tO-day living
is an unbearable strain, and
SOme Patients have considered
suicide.
′′There is a pam-StreSS Cyde:’
Atkins pointed out. Not only is
the paln aggraVated by the
accompanymg StreSS, but physi-
Cal and psychological stress can
help bring about the symptoms
Of the sYndrome in the first place.
Not everyone with ajaw
imbalance experiences pam Or
Other TMJ symptoms, however.
ノ‘Some people ⊂an gO through
their whole lives without any dif-
ficultY;’Atkins emphasized・ But
When your upper and lowerJaWS
don’t meet properly, yOu may be
Predisposed to the symptoms.
The causes ofTMJ Syndrome
are many and controversial. A
b量ow to the head, neCk orjaws
Can force the jaws out ofalign-
ment easily. Other types of acute
trauma, SuCh as fractures, disc
Perforations, tendon and liga-
ment tears, Whiplash i巾uries
and tumors can also contribute to
the development of TMJ symp-
toms, Said Atkins. More com-
monlY, however, the jaws become
incorrectly positioned as a result
Of nutritiona量, PSYChoIoglCal and
behavioral factors or by changes
in the gums and teeth.
The jaw  are used for a variety
Of stress releasing activities and
Strain can easily result. People
may work off tension by chewing
fingemails or pencils, for exam-
Ple, Or by subconsciously grind-
ing, Clench ng or gnashing their
teeth, eSPeCially while sleeplng.
Ttnse JaW muSdes can be aggra-
Vated by poor posture as well,
Said Atkins. Even regularly prop-
P葵ng a tired head with a hand
Can COntribute to jaw strain.
SurprlS g量Y, dentists them-
Selves frequently exacerbate TMJ
SymPtOmS rather than relieve
them, Atkins pointed out.
Because not enough dentists
k ow enough about TMJ Syn-
drome to recognize and treat it
PrOPerly, Various dental proce-
dures can r inforce, rather than
COr eCt, aJaW imbalance. Some
d ntists, Without adequate
know獲edge and experience, Will
att mpt to tr at a TMJ prob量em
and create even more pain for the
Patient, he added.
Atkins, aS Well as faculty and
staff at th Henry M. Goldman
Dental Clinic, Who regularly treat
a slgnificant number ofTMJ
cases, favor a multi-disciplinary
treatment approach. They also
stress that a ditional research is
necessary on TMJ dYSfunctions.
Successful treatment depends
upon a cooperative relationship
among neuro看ogists′ Orthoped-
i ts, PSyChiatrists′ biofeedback
clinicians, SOCial workers, Physi-
Cal the apists and other physical
and mental health professionals.
′‘It is a very complex problem:’
said Hyman Smukler′ director of
the graduate dental program in
PeriodontoIogy. Since therapy for
this mu ti-faceted disorder often
depends upon the help of profds-
sionals in.various disciplines, he
added, the strong liaison the
clinic m intains with other
Boston University departments
has been beneficial.
Although there is no such
thing as、a TMJ specialist′ Said
Atkins, the professional perhaps
best able to treat a TMJ problem
and relieve some of the associ-
ted chronic pam is a dentist
′ノwith good insight into how the
head, neCk and shou量ders should
function:′
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After accurate diagnosis, the
dentist first focuses on relaxing
the muscles to alleviate the pa看n,
Atkins explained. ′ノReducing the
paln also helps reduce stress and
allow  the patient to take controI
of his or her own situation:’
Once the painful musdes are
relaxed through musde therapy
and an sthetics, treatment tO COr-
rect the jaw imbalance can begin.
This usually consists of using
hard or soft acrylic bite appli-
ances, Said Atkins. Finally, Stabi-
1izing the condition invoIves
′ノseeing that all of our patients
have a harmonious JaW, muSCle
and tooth relationship:’Chang-
ing bad oral habits and develop-
ing bett r methods of copmg
with stress help prevent the
SymPtOmS Of TMJ Syndrome
from recurring.
Atkins has also taken steps to
help hi  patients develop more
effective methods of dealing with
the psycho量ogical stress accom-
Panymg the paln.ノ′Pain makes
even everyday living harder:’
Atkins pointed out. ′′These peo-
P量e’s lives have been tremen-
dousIy disrupted. A social
WOrker can understand some of
their daily needs and has insight
into daily events:’
ConsequentlY, Atkins works
Closely with Daniel Carter, an
associate professor of Social
Wbrk and chairman of the Uni-
VerSity’s Social Work Practice
Sequence. Carter helps educate
TMJ patients on the role of stress
and efidetive ways to control it.
ノ′One ofthe ways I can help these
Patients is to help them recognize
that the pa葵n is not imagined:′ he
Said. ′′It can be very reassuring to
be to獲d how stresses can aggra-
Vate this condition:′
Atkins and Carter favor less
rigid treatment philosophies and
COnductjoint research into the
relationship between socia量func-
tions and health, induding the
benefits of profdssional coopera-
tion among disciplines. Noted
Carter, ′‘We believe much more
research has to be done about
the re量ationships among the
bioIogical, the social and the
P SyChoIog ical:’#
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used today by govemment agen-
Cies, POlice departments and
Private industry to conduct
investigations and screen person-
ne量. The examination, however,
has recently undergone tests for
accuracy and va賞idity-and failed
According to Leonard Saxe,
assistant professor of PsychoIogy
at Boston UniversitY, POlygraph
testing appears to have obvious
applications to national security,
but the gadgetry it employs is
decelVmg. There is no convincmg
evidence that the tests accurately
assess a person’s honesty. princi-
Pal author ofa report commis-
Sioned by the congressional
O鯖ce of TechnoIogy Assessment
(OTA), Saxe found that poly-
graph testing lS On量y partially
developed and researched. In
fact, Very few fie獲d studies of
POlygraph va量idity exist, and
those that do concem its use in
Criminal investigations and not
emp量oyee screening, an area
Where the testing is becoming
Assisted by Boston University
doctoral candidates Denise
Dougherty and Theodore Cross,
Saxe published the technical
memorandum on polygraphs last
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November. It was requested by
Representative Jack Brooks (D-
Texas), Chairman of the House
Govemment Operations Com-
mittee, because of escalating
POlitical debate surrounding
polygraph usage. Specifically, in
1982, the Department of Defense
(DOD) proposed controversial
changes in its polygraph regula-
tions a11owing pre-emPloyment
and periodic polygraph testing
of high security empIoyees. With
the exception of intelligence
agency personnel′ gOVemment
workers could be fired for refus-
ing to comply. In addition′ Presi-
dent Reagan issued a National
Security Decision birective last
March instructing federal agen-
cies to use polygraph examina-
tions to investigate specific leaks.
The agencies were later autho-
rized to conduct dragnets to
identify empIoyees responsible
for leaking information.
An amendment to the defense
spending bill stalled the imple-
mentation of the DOD proposals
until the OTA report could be
COmPleted and some portions
have since been withdrawn. But
govemment use is still reportedly
widespread. The report revealed
that nearly 23,000 tests are
administered by the federal gov-
emment annually, main賞y by the
DOD. With the upcoming elec-
tion, however, the issue remains
at a stand-O∬.
ノ‘The people who are golng
to provide information are not
gomg tO be ones who have been
trained by the KGB or other
hostile inte11igence services:’
explained Saxe′ Who testified on
the proposed use of poIYgraPh
examinations by the DOD before
the Senate Committee on Armed
Services in March.ノノYou’re gomg
to miss the forelgn intelligence
age ts, and because of the way m
which he polygraph operates,
you may catch only those people
most concemed abou=heir own
honesty and about doing a good
job:’
In essence, it is incorrect to
ref r to a polygraph as aノノIie
detector:′ he continued∴ノEssen-
tiall , the polygraph is a relatively
simple physioIogical recording
devic , a d it only records
changes in autonomical arousal:′
ノ′What is often called ‘the poly-
graph′ refers not only to the
machine, but to a whole set of
complex procedures for asking
questions nd measuring these
changes. Lying lS inferred from
Changes in reactions like heart
rate, breathing and perspiration.
But because people are psYCho-
loglCally and physio臆oglCally
diffdrent, the device cannot dis-
tinguish between lying and what
might be anxiety or nervous-
ness:′ said Saxe. The polygraph
test, herefore, depends heavily
on the examiner′s skill in mak-
ing the subject fhink the test
WOrks′ he xplained. ‘′One per-
5on may fear detection more than
anoth , and if you think the
machine can work, then in fact
it may be able to-it′s like a pla-
cebo:′ What′s being measured,
Saxe and the OTA researchers
conduded, is this fear of detec-
nd  necessarily
deception.
What makes polygraph use
in tests for national security
breaches specially unreliable′
said Saxe, is that guilty individ-
uals undoubtedly have access to
information that will enable
them to pass a polygraph exam-
ination. Research shows that
mental training, drug use and
other tactics can be used to
alter responses and ′ノbeat′′ the
machine. Deceiving a polygraph
examiner may be as simple as
maintaining a disbelief in the
examination, Saxe pointed out.
There are several kinds ofpoly-
graph tests that di飾er according
to the type of questions asked
nd how the results are scored.
In a tYPe Oftest used in screen-
ing, for example′ PartlCIPantS are
asked a broad range of questions
about their past honestY. When
a particular incident is being
investigated, eXaminees are
asked questions dealing with
their knowledge of or invoIve-
ment in a specific event. A suc-
cessful examination depends not
onlY On the examiner′s ability to
convince the subject that the test
is valid, but on his training and
sk ll in asking the right ques-
tions. The more specific the
questions′ SuCh as those posed in
typical crim中al investigations′
the h gher the probabilitY that
the test results will be accurate.
Available studies, however,
indicate that findings in these
investigations sti11 vary widelY,
Saxe pointed out. The ORA
research revealed that some
studies had accurate examination
r ults only 65 percent of the
time, While others showed cor-
rect guilty detections of 98 per-
Cent. Innocent persons were
w onglyjudged as guilty an aver-
age of 19 percent ofthe time′
and in some cases more than
70 percent.
′ノI think the basic theory lS
f aw d, and I think that anyone
who is sophisticated can ′beat′
the poIYgraPh:’said Saxe.
′ノWhile there is some evidence
that polygraph tests are being
used in situations where they
have the right person′ I don′t
think even in criminal cases they
hav  a great deal ofvaliditY:′
Although virtually no field
studies on po量ygraph testing
effectiveness have been con-
ducted in the area ofempIoyee
cre ning, aCCOrding to the OTA
report, POlygraph use by busi-
nesses is proliferating. According
to some estimates, about one mil-
1ion polygraph tests are adminis-
tered an ually-mOSt Of them in
the workplace.
A most 20 states, induding
_Massachus tts, have laws limit-
ing or making the administration
Of poIYgraPh tests bY Private
empIoyers i11egal.ノノBut that′s not
o s y it doesn’t happen:’said
Saxe∴ノIt happens all the time:′
ThE report produced for the
ORA served to educate govem-
ment officials and dispel some of
the myths about polygraph tests
nd their c pabilities.ノノThe
de ate about poIYgraPh testing
has b en a debate about ethics
and privacY. I don′t think people
have ha  a good understanding
ofwhat the test is and how it
operates:′ Saxe commented.
′ノOne ofthe things we’ve done is
to make the public debate about
POIYgraPhs more intelligent.
I  that sense I think we’ve
bee  succ ssful. Rarely do scien-
tists get into a position where
Congressmen come tO yOu and
ask for information:’撫
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S廿MMERFEST WEEKEND, J砂27-29, Sargent
Camp, Peterborough′ New Hampshire; COntaCt Patty Flint or
Jonathan Hibbard, (617) 353-2386.
RHODE IsL今ND′ A研t IO′ An Evening ofElegance;
Rosediff MansIOn, Bellevue Avenue, Newport; COntaCt
Jonathan Hibbard, (617) 353-2386.
J UL手
O C廿OBER
」 984
ANDOVER, MASSACHUS田TTS, A卿uSt J9,
summer send-O任for Students; gueSt SPeaker′ Ronald Carter′
Dean of Students; COntaCt Phil Irons, (617) 353-225l・
VAsHINGTON, D.C., A卿st 22, Summer Send-C!ff
for Students; Washington, Maryland and northem Virgima
areas差OntaCt Phil Irons, (617) 353-225l・
NEW Ⅵ)RK CITY, Scpember 8, Boston University :S.
Grambling言fankee Stadium′ New York; COntaCt Alumm
0飴ce, (617)ううう-2う86・
O cTOBERFEST W聞KEND, Octobeγ 26-28,
octoberfest, Homecoming and Parents Weekend; Boston
university, Boston′ Massachusetts; COntaCt Alumni O航ce′
(617)ううう-2う86・
‘ ‘ M器詩誌s,a,。_
ment mean to you? What if it
Were Prefixed by the question,
′′Wou獲d you like a ride home?′′●
Suddenly ′′My car′s outside′′
takes on new meaning.
Double meaning in language
fa獲賞s into the realm of sociolin_
guistics. The study ofmeaning
and language in the context of
SOCioIogy and psychoIogy, SOCio-
1inguistics is ′′linguistics without
the blinders on:′ according to
Dr. Pau量Ja獲bert, CLA ′84. And
Jalbert′ Who recently received his
Ph.D. from the Department of
Psycho量ogy, believes that double-
5peak exists not only in our every-
day language, but also in the
media. His doctoral thesis,
’′Structure of ‘News Speak′: U.S.
Network T引evision Coverage of
the Lebanon v¥ねr, Summer 1982:′
focuses on the Orwe11ian themes
Of newspeak, do掬lespea太and
thought contro量through subtle
uses (Or misuses) ofthe English
Language.
JourⅢ亜sm-恵Zhe
In Z984, George Orwell i萱lus-
trates how people′s thoughts can
be influenced through language.
By the end of the novel, Orwell′s
main character believes thatノ′war
is peace:′ ′性eedom is slavery′′
andノノignorance is strength:′
From June through September
1982, Ja獲bert reviewed the
network evening news programs
using videotape. He studied the
differentノノmeamng OPtions′′ of
reports on the Lebanon war. And
his analyses lend credence to the
dark visions depicted in Orwe11′s
I984.
ノノThe purpose of the study/′
Jalbert said′ ′ノwas to encourage
PeOP獲e to be more critica萱ofwhat
T磐霧影霧
00n欣t函oc融柳′戸nd pサ
勃0佃鋤50C初i卿u寂おお
‘′lir妙uzst菰高thout脇e
blindcrs on′ ′′ accomir卵o
助初山albert, CLA ′84.
they hear and to question what′s
being reported:′ In addition to
this practicaI goal′ Jalbert sought
to examine the relationship
between ideoIogy and linguis-
tics. ′′IdeoIogy lS aCCeSSible to
PeOPIe through language了Iike-
Wise′ノ′ideoIogical phenomena
are embedded in the language of
the culture:′ This is especia11y
true when dealing with politics,
he added. ′′In politics there is a
large amount of do初Icspeak and
gobbledegook-a lot is said that
SayS nOthing:’
According to Ja獲bert, One
doesn′t need to know the reporter
Of the text in order to understand
its meanings. ′ノThe only quaIifi-
Cations for analysis ofa text are
that the producer and the recIPl-
ent (the reader or the viewer) are
both ′competent′ members ofthe
Same Culture:′ noted Ja量bert. A
COmPetent individua看is one who
is ab量e to comprehend meaning.
And Jalbert′s task as a media
analyst is to o鮒er the meanings
that the text may embody.
Drawing on examples that he
believes are being app量ied for the
first time in this context, Jalbert
noted that several different
ideologica量positions were made
availab量e to viewers of the
Lebanon war broadcasts.
One examp量e he used, is ′‘dis-
JunCtive category palrS′′ or words
that become paired even though
they have di鮒erent meanings.
Examples indude: ′′visioIl/hallu-
Cination:’’ノbelief/knowle dge′′
andノノflying saucer仙FO:′ In the
Lebanon war, PalrS SuCh as
′ノterrorist侃eedom-fighter′′ and
’′invasion/retaliation′′ are used
to categorize particular groups
Or aCtivities. The palestinian
COmbata ts′ for examples, COn-
Sider thems lvesノノfreedom-
fight rs′′ and view Israelis as
ノ′ erroris s:’ConverselY, the Isra-
eli combatants cal獲themse量ves
′ノfreedom-fighters′′ and caII
the palestiniansノノterrQrists:′
The word games became more
interesting′ Perhaps more threaト
/ / T霊擁護㌫
ゲa fext a′〆hat fhe p砂-
ducer and fhe nc垂加nt (1he
nader or fhe戒n4/eJ) a7e
both ’のmpetent ’membeJ車f
the鋤me cultuIe. ′′
PAUL JALB重RT
ening, When American newscas-
ters use the same conflicting
terms.
Another example Ja量bert noted
WaS ’ノpassivization and agent
de看e ion:′ The use of this tool
avoids p量acing blame on any one
Party. For example, tO Say ′′doz-
ens of civilians were ki11ed′′
Without indicating who did the
ki11ing reduces the blame. of
COurSe′ Jalbert said the thinking
Viewer will know which side did
the killing. But for many, Putting
SuCh st tements in a passive
VOice numbs its e任ect. Ja量bert
Cited the fo=owing example.ノノIn
Beirut tonight′ fierce fighting
goes on. The most recent cease-
fire, Which was shattered this
moming′ remains in pleCeS.
The Israeli assauIt into Beirut
WaS made at three points:′
(Dan Rather, CBS News, August
4, 1982, 5:31:10) The broadcaster
never actually te11s the audience
Who shattered the cease-fire.
Why does this happen? Jalbert
Dm肋r妙Onの綿mp肱that he belめ鶴のe
beir妙`御宿edβr Jheカ所
time fn fhおcon励みJわlbert
noted fhat seveml d旅mt
放紳助わal po訪ねn5彫移
made a脇i楊b細めl/細面er亘f
the Lebanon Wer bmadca融
Said that often commentators
tacitly display their own beliets.
In addition′ the language is
duIled to mask an event or’issue
that could cause controversy.
A strong examp量e of a phrase
that said litt獲e during the reports
Ofthe Lebanon wbr isノ′cease_
fire:′ Typica11y the word ・ノcease-
fire′′ means a stoppage of
fighting. The term, neVertheless,
WaS uSed in the follow獲ng WayS:
ノAs the cea隼毎1仰takiI移紡ct,
Israeli warplanes streaked over
Beirut:’(Steve Mallory, NBC
News Friday, June ll, 1982,
う:31:20)
As Ja量bert expIained,ノ′This
treatment a量量ows for activities,
that could be viewed as viola_
tions ofthe cease-fire, tO be con-
Stituted as non-breaches of the
CeaSe-fire:’And while the cease-
fire allegedly was underway, the
fo11owing reports were glVen:
ノAs mqp-up叩e腸tion5 COntinued
todの〃hγee %peCted g蹄rrtlla$ Weタで
Capt研訪fn f  fown〆-Nabatb′eh,
OnCe a I匂わml headquart錐ゆr fhe
PLO・’’(Paul Mi1獲er, NBC News,
June 12, 1982),
and
‘ノWhile J鋤eli叩atrolled fhe st7t,et5
looki′励r擁o空′ thり′ a応o /00ked
♪r l博明ofwinni卿OVer fhe Lebane§e
people・’’(Paul MiIler, NBC News,
June 12, 1982)
As Jalbert explained′ Capt研ed
is a wartim  term′ but mop-up
量ends itself to images ofhouse-
deaning′ and to the assumption
that those doing the moppmg uP
areノ′dean:′ while those being
’’mopped up′′ are ′′dirty:′
The second sample indudes
the words patγOl and /00妨移j鉦
Benign activities in themse賞ves,
t ey constitute 4Ctivitief Of war in
the contex  of war, aCCOrding to
J lbert. The viewer can logica量量y
ask,ノ′Wha  substance can a
Ce Se-fire have under such con-
ditions?′′ Ja量bert said it is the
COnteXt Of words that should be
look at doseIy when analyzmg
language or the media∴′There is
no meaning without a context:′
In condusion he said, ′′I′m
trying to te11 people that this
doめl即eak is notjust fiction. It is
happening now:雷
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INTRODUC TION
畢HE FAMILY IS OUR OLDES丁AND TOUGHEST SOCIAL
StruCture. The fundamental building blocks of
human experience-relationships, love, hate,
aggression or the instinct to control, COnflict,
SeCunty, COmmunication-are all rooted in the
family. In fact′ the family lS SO neCeSSary tO
human culture that it has been viewed in a
mythical way. It is comforting to consider the family an etemal
element; SeCure and resistant to change. unfortunately, that view
is not realistic.
For the past two centuries in Westem culture, the family has
not been secure. contemporary commentators argue that the
family is shrinking′ COllapsmg and maybe disappeamg. Their
Cries ofalam′ eCho those ofFrederic Le Play and Wilhelm Riehl,
the men who founded family socioIogy in the 1800s. These two
men argued that the traditional extended family was being
destroyed by the newly emergmg nu。ear family. This strlPPed-
down version offamily, reduced to parents and children, WaS, in
their oplnion′ unStable′ isolated and self-Centered・ They predicted
a shatterlng Ofthe family as children married, ignored their sib-
1ings and became indi鮒erent to the p萱ight oftheir agmg ParentS.
Perhaps the family has never been as secure as our imaglna-
tions would have it. Adam and Eve certainly struggled, and Cain
and Abel represent only one ofhundreds of Biblical references to
family upheaval. Yet′ desplte the prevailing and threatemng Cul-
ture surrounding it′ the family has always been a persistent
Organizer of passions and preserver of belief;.
In many ways the family lS a SymboI ofour intelligence. Our
ability to leam from experience and communicate from genera-
tion to generation makes us diHdrent from other animals. Intelli_
gence can be understood as the ability to understand experiences
and pass on information. Our first experiences or encounters with
the world are rooted in the family, aS are Our first communica-
tions. By the time we enter the world outside ofthe family paren-
tal advice has a very firm place in our minds. As historian Peter
Gay reminds us′ by the time chi萱dren enter schooI, they are little
′′livmg anthoIogleS′′ of their culture.
Precisely because the family is so essential to our existence,
Cha ges and upheavals are threatenmg. Alam about the chang-
mg rOle ofthe family is substantiated with references to falling
birth rates amongノ′highly educated people:′ rlSmg divorce statis-
tics and the emergmg rOle ofwomen and consequently men.
Can the American nudear family transmit values in an age of
accelerated mobility, mStability, Change and the plague of ′ノover-
Choice′′? Has the erosion of parentaI authority created a confu-
Sion between discipline and a鮒ection? Is the family a prlVate
SanCtuary from the world? Or does the modem world intrude at
every point from birth to death, Obliteratmg PrlVaCy? Is the new
intimacy comforting or con宜ning? And most important, What, if
anything, Can be done about all ofthis?
Historians remind us that desplte its crises′ the family has per-
SeVered・ The family has outlived the Greek gods, the Roman
emplre and hundreds ofcorrupt and inhumane political controIs.
And′ desplte all ofthe definitions-bioIoglCal, Situational, SOCial,
nuclear, eXtended, POlygamous, tribal-We all seem to Imow
When we are home. For as Robert Frost wrote,ノ/Home is the place
Where′ When you get there, they have to let you in・′′
The foHowing articles are grouped together to provide a sam-
Pling of perspectives on di鮒erent aspects of the family. They barely
touch upon′ and never answer, the questions we all have about
the fami看y and its future. For that we have to Iook to the artists
and the poets. For as Sigmund Freud remarked′ POetS are in an
enviable positio ′ because th y have the ability to grasp lntuitively
What it takes years for social scientists to establish. #
LAURA FREID
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臨LATTER-DAY NORMAN ROCKWELL
would be hard-PreSSed to palnt
today′s ′ノtypICal family:′ The
COntemPOrary lmaglnation
would be bombarded with
choices: the childless couple,
the unmarried live-tOgethers,
the single-Parent households′ the divorced par-
ents who share custody, eVen gay COuPles who
PERSPECT量VES
now choose to adopt children・ Some observers
have noted that the family as we once knew it has
not only changed, it has deteriorated.
The family has become an intensely emotional issue. With all
the outside pressures on the traditional structure′ many PeOPle
feel much is at stake-PerSOnal ful創Iment′ equality, Children’s
values and more. Dr. Merle Jordan, aSSOCiate professor ofPastoral
PsychoIogy at Boston Universlty′s SchooI of TheoIogy, COunSels
couples and individuals who try to deal with the stresses of
changlng family pattems. Chief among them is the age置Old con-
flict between men and women, but with a new twist.ノ’Men are
struggling with the new roles women are finding.′′ Tbday a wife
who traditionally stayed home with the children may now be bet-
ter educated. and make more money than her husband∴ノIdeally,
the liberated woman will not only glVe her daughter a positive
role model to folloW but also help men become more mature.
Nevertheless, men Still have trouble with that:’
Many women who work also seek help from Dr・ Jordan and
other counselors at the Danielsen Institute at Boston Universlty,
when they have to deal with the dilemma ofchild care・ Single
parents, for example, aPPrOaCh such agencies with overwhelmmg
problems of loneliness, eCOnOmic pressures and emotional
responsibilities for their children・ Some wrestle with the predica-
ment of remamage tO anOther single parent′ theノ′blended family’’
situation. ‘′That raises even more issues:’continued Jordan.
′ノHow much authority can you exercise toward children who
aren’t bioIoglCally yours?’’
Modem times have also produced the phenomenon ofwhat
was once politely calledノ′the common-law marriage:’Despite the
sexual revolution, SOme COuPles still feel guilty about living
together and try to hide their relationship from relatives. Others
try cohabitation as part of a responsible strategy before they get
married, nOt Wishing to repeat the mistakes oftheir parents or
friends. But ’ノnot all couples are suited for mar-
rlage. Sometimes new conflicts arise ifthey do
marry, SuCh as fdeling trapped:′ On the other
hand, SOme COuPles who avoid marrlage fear
COmmitment and ′ノprefer to play house. They
don’t want to assume the responsibilities in a con-
tractual relationship.’’
SocioIoglStS Brigltte and Peter Berger have gone
SO far as to label the struggle surrounding the
familyノノa war:′ And in their third book together′
The W初Oveγ the肋mib′/Capturzng fhe Mc7dle
GγOund, they review and take stands on issues of day-Care′
div rce, feminism, eXtremism, gOVemment bureaucracies and
‘‘hyper-individualism・′′ In the final analysIS, they believe the tradi-
tional structure will endure, but it’s golng tO be a hard-fought
battle.
ノノIn the public mind:’said Brigltte, Who holds a faculty position
at v¥ねllesley College,ノノthere is a family crisis. On one end′ there is
the view that the family lS gOmg tO disappear any minute. On
the other, PeOPle marry, have children, divorce and get married
agam.’’ノ′Many people think the family is deterioratmg:’added
Pet r, a University Professor at Boston Universlty.ノ′Often that can
be a s lf一皿filli g prophecy.’’
The Bergers b lieve the family has become an ′′ideoIoglCal bat-
tleground′′ with right and left-Wing alignments. Among these are
the ′′critical′′ camp,創Ied with proponents offeminism and mem-
bers ofthe New Left; the ‘ノneo-traditionalists:’who advocate
′′negative positions′′ agamSt abortion, POmOgraPhy, homosexual-
1ty, etC言an theノノprofessionals:’who include govemment and
SOCial service workers, PSyChoIoglStS, eVen SOCioIoglStS.
AIong these battlelines, there is no dear cut victor. But each
has had its influence. “There has been a change in mamage Pat-
t ms:’noted Brigltte.ノノWe now have a postponement of
marrlage, Which I think is healthy. We also have a dedining com-
mitment to raising children, Which is not good・′′ While the United
States Census reported the number of single people rlSmg′ the
marriage rate has climbed back to 90 percent (after hovering at
87 percent in the early 1970s). Ninety percent ofmarried couples
are also choosing to have children・ Desplte Changes′ the ′ノmiddle
ground′′ that the Bergers wish toノノcapture′′ is sti11 the province of
a arge sector o th population・
ノノThe family has become a hot political issue:’continued
Desp血e preSSureS,血e family lS SurVl|Ⅲ世
m "漢書菓賀鵜鵜葛〇
十∴∴」:回国回国三∴ ∴-三㌔二言
し
PETER BATES
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Brigitte Berger∴′We want to depoliticize some topICS related to it:’
Chief among these is abortion, the emotional issue in recent dec-
ades, Which according to Peter Berger ‘′should not be a political
issue. Abortion is a philosophical issue. No one has really estab-
1ished when the fetus becomes a person.’’While not taking sides
On the issue, the Bergers maintain that the宜nal decision rests
With the woman.
Support for personal decision making guides most of the
Bergers’views on matters relating to the family. Should parents be
informed when their adolescent children request birth controI or
COunSeling? Again, it’s up to the parents. Said Brigitte,ノノI feel
ParentS Should say ’I don’t want to be informed: ’’Although this
takes the burden off some parents, it may also be argued that the
issue remains, a11owmg Others to say,ノ‘Yes, I do want to be
informed :’
The Bergers ca11 forノ‘the restoration of the private’’domain,
especially in morality and sexual matters. ′ノHere a public attitude
Ofノbenign neglect’would be helpful:’write the authors.嶋king
What they term a civi1 1ibertarian stance, they believe the state has
no right to use its power to controI private choices. For example,
both Bergers believe that homosexuals should be a11owed to
adopt children, if the court deems them fit guardians.
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A p werful sub-theme runs through the Bergers’loglC: a PrO-
found distrust of bureaucracies and govemment programs. For
example, they cri icize large-SCale, day-Care facilities because they
frequently invoIve long periods of separation from ′ノintimate fam-
ily contacts.′′ But when asked if they opposed day-Care Per Se,
Brigitte Berger replied, ′’No. Di鱈drent children have di鮮drent
needs. Parents should make the decision about what′s best for the
Child:’ノ′We’re for day-Care:’added Peter. ′ノBut what kind of day-
Care? Who’s gomg tO COntrO  it and what’s gomg tO be the role of
the govemment?′′ ‘ノYou can′t have the family abdicate its responsi-
bility o its children:’conduded Brigitte. ‘ノIt’s too easy to say ’1et
the state take care ofthis:′′
Although Peter Berger is a reglStered Republican and Brigitte a
Democrat, they share neither party’s vision of America. They feel
SOCial policy is the last thing on the Republicans’minds,ノ′except
not to have too much of it:’qulPPed Peter. Similarly, the Demo-
CratS have failed in their experiments with social policy, SuCh as
lyndon Johnson’s Great Society and FDR’s New Deal.
‘ノNo social policy will have the same impact on all families:’
Said Dr. Steve Antler, aSSOCiate professor at Boston Universlty’s
SchooI of Social V¥fork. ’′If the govemment increases child care
a11owances for the poor, for example, reSultant tax increases will
a鮒ect the wealthy:’Antler does believe, however, that lack of
funding has been one reason why the govemment has failed with
family social policy. ′Although actual dollar cuts have been mini-
mal:’he said,ノ’govemment doesn’t adjust its social budget to
keep pace with inflation and the rising number of unempIoyed
families :′
It’s hard to measure the effects of real dollar decreases upon
SOCial programs∴’We don’t have a public policy toward families
Per Se. Economic policy takes precedence:’said Antler. The gov-
emment sees programs in terms of what’s good for the economy
Or business. Rather than focus on the policy arena, through such
issues as privation or job availability, President Reagan empha-
Sizes the moral arena, maintainmg that abortion or prayer in the
SChooIs are the real issues ofconcern.
The Bergers see different solutions to these problems∴′In splte
Of the massive influx of funds, gOVemment POlicies haven’t bene-
fited the poorest clty PeOPle:’noted Brigltte. ‘ノWe want to bring
I甘うS　斑ARD　甘⑱　M亜ASURE TH丑
㊧範触⑲鈷e証迫⑬亜雑誌鮮ea$e$廿里⑬皿
$⑬e軸登的雛甜鵬e備We d⑱正誼a据a
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together all these neighborhood groups and exchange infoma-
tion.’’The Bergers believe that onlyノ′grass roots′′ organizations
Can reVerSe gOVemment regulation of the familyノ仕om the bottom
up.’’′′Policies that come from above usually don′t work. I sincerely
hope someone who has our sympathies will run for public o鯖ce:′
She continued・ノ′But while people wait to see how elections work
Out′ they are making changes anyway/′
Regarding legislation a励ecting women′ Brigitte feels the Equal
Rights Amendment has good intentions, that women should have
equal access to the same jobs. Nevertheless, She thinks that
adherents of the ERA have taken the issue of comparable worth
Out Of context・ ′′Women with families still congregate in certain
types ofjobs, 1ike secretarial positions. They want jobs they can
easily begin and qult′ Or Part-time careers they can combine with
family interests:′ Women make less money than men because
they choose certain types ofjobs. ′And wisely so:′ added Brigltte.
′’They have other commitments:′ When women don ′t have chil-
dren, the income di鮒erence between them and men in the same
OCCuPations disappears.
WHILE THE UNITED STATES CENSUS
謹話監嵩艶話
back筒90 per快調(壷転hoⅦ血略証
87 percent in血e eady 1970s).
One doesn′t take such controversial positions without inviting
Criticism・ In the New I緑77mes Book Revie男Robert Coles, PrOfes-
SOr Of Medical Humanities at Harvard Medical School, reViewed
the Bergers′ book and argued that it idealized working class fami-
1ies in pitting them agamSt ′′elitists′′ in social service agencies.
They don′t take into account the debilitating social forces beyond
the controI of the average factory worker: unemPIoyment, alco-
holism, Child abuse, etC. All these factors can contribute to the
deterioration of the familyノ′It is nothing but condescending to …
Simplify the complexlty, the incon中tencies and the ambigultleS
Of their personal and political lives.. /′ he stated, implying that
more families need expert help with these problems that the Ber-
gers indicate.
Criticism has also come from colleagues. Sam Kaplan is a lec-
turer in Boston University′s SocioIogy Department, teaChes family
COurSeS and writes for Contempom7y Sociol鋤′ and 7he Nation. He
feels 7he脇r Over fhe兄zmily is a ‘‘right ofcenter attack on the
Welfare state.′′ The Bergers believe that govemment income main-
tenance programs escalate divorce rates. ′/Under such welfare, the
family′s no Ionger a common enterprlSe:′ maintained Brigltte.
′ノYou no Ionger have to struggle together:′
’′Most welfare policies don′t have any effect upon marital stabil-
1ty:’countered Kaplan∴′The Bergers have a tendency to Iook at
margmal cases and treat them as if they′re the whole pICture:′
And while Kaplan agrees that the family is the best mechanism
for reamg Children′ he believes poverty harms families, that the
State Should ′′help create the ′bourgeois families′ the Bergers
SuPPOrt:’
While the Bergers may not personally advocate altemative life-
Styles′ they believe a couple should be the ones to decide whether
to have children・ The nudear family is still the best structure for
ralSmg Children′ Simply because, aCCOrding to Peter, ′′a child is
better offifit has two people worrymg about it than one. Single
徒ぽ㊦酌$遍龍VA官主Ⅴ避鎧苦難豊間接苦難A骨
盤議書豊艶籠豊諾
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DR. STEVE ANTLER
ParentS face enormous practical and emotional problems.′′
It’s dear they believe the family will prevail, despite criticisms
from extremists on the left and right, desplte the often destructive
int rference from govemment agencies・ rUltimately, the family is
Our mOSt importa t so ial structure:′ said Brigitte. ′Almost every-
th ng depends upon an in act family‥ education, health, happl-
ness:’The Bergers maintain that the two most important ingredi-
en s the family supplies are stabi量ity and love.
These are noble goals. And Antler thinks it′s possible for gov-
emment policy to help families attain them. ′ノSweden is our most
tired example of a humanitarian social policy′′ he noted・ノ′Tired,
because it′s true" The Swedes have a universal child care program・
As your income increases′ yOur Subsidy decreases.′′ CIosely
related is their National Health Insurance Program・ ‘Anyone with
kids knows they eat up health care budgets:′ AIso, ParentS Of
newboms can stay home and collect child care relief. In this
COuntry, mOSt WOrking mothers have to use their sick time when
they have a child・ ′Although they may get money it doesn′t have
the same context it has in Sweden. Ifyou have to call matemlty
an illness to squeeze t n′ yOu deny ltS reality:′
Does Antler think national child care is on this country′s
agenda? ′′I′d have to say ′Probably/ not only because of changmg
demographics′ but because we seem to have a burgeonlng WOm-
e ’  agenda:’Both maJOr Parties have identified the ′′gender gap′′:
WOmen don′t always vote with their husbands any more. They′re
Startmg tO mOVe tO Candidates who support social welfare ques-
tions′ like Walter Mondale′ Who orlgmally sponsored the Family
C ld Development Act of 197l.
′′Conservatives think that the family is breaking down:′ he
COntinued∴ノRadicals believe it’s outmoded. I think it′s just taking
new foms:′ Many alk about the high divorce rate; SOme Say
fathers should spend more time at home∴′I don′t know if that′s
POSSible if they have high-PreSSure CareerS. But Peter Berger is
right when he says t  family should be intrinsic to the heart of
the cu ture.′′
ノノThe family is here to stay/′ rea鯖med Brigitte Berger. ′′It will
remain a burdened institution′ With enormous pressures for both
S XeS tO adju t to new conditions. The best we can do is keep on
muddling through as we always have. But there are no better
OPtions for us in this world. We must make the best ofit:′♯
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RAIVIILY VIOLENC E
帯NTHE BEGINNING THER互¥VAS THE
family, bom and nurtured out
Of love. At its center lifchegins
and′ ifwe are lucky, in old age
ends. Endosed in the prlVaCy
Ofhome, the family is the first
and final fortress of protection,
O鮒ering support agamSt the onslaught of an
impersonal world・ Yet those same protectmg Walls
Often trap and confine. And sometimes from
behind them come cries of pam・
An abused child, a battered wife, a murdered husband: Our first
reaction may be a sympathetic sigh or solerm shake of the head.
But ultimately, if it happens outside the prlVaCy Of our families,
it is easy to dismiss′ eVen forglVe. The walls ofprivacy have an
unfortunate tendency of not only locking trouble in, but of keep-
mg help out.
ノ′The remarkable thing about family violence:′ according to
Hussein Abdilahi (Bulhan) , aSSistant professor of PsychoIogy at
Boston Universlty’s College of Liberal Arts, ′′is that the social con-
troIs that exist in society lose their e鮒ectiveness in the prlVaCy Of
the home. within the family, PeOple can do things they wou量d not
do outside. It′s part of the problem:′
Another part of the problem is a general reluctance to acknowl-
edge that family violence exists. Abdilahi noted, for example, that
although research first brought child abuse to public attention in
the early 1960s′ Other foms offamily violence were not seriously
researched until the 1970s. For example, 7he LJournal qfMaγγi`排
and fhe Hrmily published its first artide on family violence in
1969, nea血y 30 years after its first issue.
Statistics on the prevalence of the problem are rare. But in
One Of the few national studies conducted on family violence,
researchers from the University of New Hampshire, Who inter-
Viewed more than 20OO fam王lies in 1976 and published their
findings in 1980 in Behind Closed DooγS, rePOrted that 16 percent of
the husbands and wives′ Or One Out Ofevery sIX, COmmitted at
least one violent act agamSt their parmers during the year of the
Study. Worse′ When considering the entire length of their mar-
r量age′ the number of couples who had used violence JumPed to
28 percent. The researchers also polnted out that because ofthe
Shame invoIved in family violence′ and the tendency to downplay
Or nOt rePOrt incidents′ ′′it seems likely the true rate is doser to 50
Or 60 percent ofall coup萱es:’
Interestmgly, the definition of family violence
has been expanding during the past 20 years as
research interest has increased・ In the late 1960s,
family violence was genera11y thought of as
Parental abuse ofchildren. By the 1970s and
1980s the definition had broadened to indude
SPOuSe and sibling abuse′ Child abuse ofparents
and even abuse of the elderly. Abdilahi defined
Violence as ′′an act intended, Or PerCeived to have
the intention of, Physically hurtmg anOther per-
SOn:’and explaine  that v olence in the family can range from
throwmg things and slappmg and shoving to torture and murder.
Many researchers also indude marital rape and sexual abuse of
Children in their definitions of family violence′ and′ mOre reCently,
SOme have included psychoIoglCal and emotional abuse.
Because of the personal nature offamily violence, however, and
the hesitancy of families to discuss such problems, aCtual rates-
let alone specific auses-are di坑cult to ascertain. One reason,
noted Abdilahi′ is that in middle- and upper-dass families, if fam-
ily violence is discussed at all′ it is likely to be in the prlVaCy Ofa
COu Selor′s o範ce. Families from lower socioeconomic dasses, On
the other hand′ unable to affbrd private counseling, tend to have
fewer options. These families can either seek counseling offered
by social agencies or lgnOre the problem until it is so serious that
POlice must be ca11ed in・ Consequently, family violence in poor
COmmunities may be publicized more because police are sum-
moned as a last resort.
The increased publicity received in poor communities can, in
tum′ Create the impression that the problem is limited to Iower
SOCio conomic dasses. Not so′ aCCOrding to Gerry Hotaling, a
res arch scientist in the Family Violence Research Program at
the Universlty Of New Hampshire. He explained′ ′′Many therapIStS
and counselor  who work in mental health dinics in middle-dass
areas know women who are victims of abuse, but who won′t
COme in for help because their husbands are powe血1 men in the
COmmumty喜lawyers′ universlty PrOfessors, Physicians. So it′s
SOmething that cuts across dass lines, raCia=ines and economic
lines.′′
Hotaling noted several possible theories that explain the cause
Of wife abuse in terms of cultural views rather than socioeco_
nomic dass. One common cultural assumptlOn is that the male is
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the most powerful member of the family; therefore the husband’s
sense of power can be threatened if the wife decides to go back to
schooI or work, and he may resort to violence as a means ofrees-
tablishing his sense of control. Hotaling also pomted out that
social isolation, Which is not necessarily related to socioeconomic
dass, has been found to be a factor in all forms offamily violence.
′′People who are more likely to be abusive tend to report not hav-
mg any friends, Or nOt being mVOIved in social or communlty
Organizations:’he said・
RE SEARCHING
EAMILY VIOLENCE
Although family violence cuts across dasses′ Hotaling and
Abdilahi both noted there can be some distinct di鮮drences in the
nature and cause of family violence, depending on race or on
socioeconomic dass. For example, aCCOrding to Hotaling, Child
abuse tends,tO be more prevalent in white families′ Whereas wife
abuse tends to occur more in black families. Abdilahi is particu-
larly interested in leammg mOre about family violence in poor,
OPPreSSed communities, and, because families from poor com-
munities tend to report family violence to the police′ he found a
unlque launching point from which to conduct his research.
While a consultant to the Roxbury (Massachusetts) Court
Clinic, Where individuals with psychoIoglCal problems are
referred to by the Roxbury Court system′ Abdilahi leamed that
records were available of phone calls to the police requesting help
in family violence problems. He then obtained data from 1977 to
1983 that listed not only the number of phone calls reportmg
family violence to the police, but the nature of the violence and
the addresses of the families invoIved.
Backed by a f糾owship fi-Om the National Research Council′
Abdilahi is currently on a one-year leave from the Universlty tO
analyze the data and uncover general trends of family violence
from a community perspective. A Roxbury resident himself′
Abdilahi is particula血y interested in studying family violence in
poor communities because he believes in such areas violence ′ノis
built into the social conditions where people live. You can see it in
the ecoIogy, the destruction. Ifyou drive through certain areas of
Roxbury, yOu See the devastation・ The roads′ the housmg′ the
environm nt itself implicitly tell you it is a battle zone:’
The data from his study have already helped Abdilahi uncover
some startling statistics. For example′ he has found a ’ノdramatic’’
increase in the number of emergency calls to police, from 4003 in
1977 to 7O91 in 1983-up 77 percent. Further analysIS Will allow
him to co pare incidence rates in specific neighbo血oods accord-
mg tO the im  fday, d y ofweek and month ofthe year.
The initial data provide a comrmnity perspective on the occur-
rence of family violence. In a grant proposal currently under
review by the Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation, Abdilahi
described how further research will help reveal more
specific interpersonal and social causes offamily violence. For
example, nOW that he has Iocated specific families known to
experience violence, he plans to conduct interviews with families
to determine the relative importance of such factors as alcohol′
stress, CrOWding, SOCial networks and the history of violence in
the perpetrator′s own family background.
Despite the apparent trend of increasmg family violence in
Roxbury, Abdilahi is cautious about drawmg COndusions. ′′We
know the number of individuals who have called the police is not
T#e accompanyil妙Cha ts show fhe number qfphone calls
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EAMILY VIOLENCE
an actual measure of how much the problem is occumng. Why
SOme families choose to call the police and others continue to
bear the problem or seek relatives or religious leaders, We don′t
know:′ Consequently, the data may actually underrepresent the
incidences of family violence. On the other hand, he noted that
the increase in calls to the police may not necessarily be due to an
increase in violence′ but an increase in population or in people′s
Willingness to call the police for help. In the Guggenheim pro-
POSal′ Abdilahi also outlined plans to determine how accurately
the number of calls reflects actual incidences of family violence.
PREVENTING VIOLENCE
THROUGH C OMUNITY
INVO I:ⅤE ME NT
While it may be premature to draw conclusions about actual
rates offamily violence′ Abdilahi′s analysis of the data from a
COmmunity perspective has allowed him to make at least two slg二
nificant condusions∴′The messages we′ve received from the
COmmunlty Study are: One, the problem is extensive, and two, the
mental health professionals in social agencies are not available
When they are needed:′
The pervasiveness of the problem became evident when the
data were broken down by neighbo血oods. In the records
Obtained by Abdilahi, all the calls came from two districts of
Boston-all of Roxbury and part of Dorchester. The calls were
broken down according to 13 sections and 32 neighbo血oods that
COmPOSe these tvyo districts′ and reports offamily violence came
from a11 areas′ though not necessarily in equal proportions.
Although further analysis will reveal incidences in specific
neighbo血oods′ SuCh a breakdown was not necessary to reveal an
mportant t end when data from alI the neighbo血oods combined
Were broken own in this way In the accompanymg graPhs, the
increase in number ofphon  calls to the police from 1977 to 1979
to 1983 is clear. pe血aps more important, however, is the consist-
ency of time  when the calls were made. Most ca11s for police help
-and thus most family violence-OCCurred on Saturday through
Monday, from 5 to ll p.m・
This is disturbing news since mental health professionals in
SOCial agencies′ Who are more qualified than police in o節ering
therapy to troubled families′ are generally not available on week-
ends and a丑er 5 p.m・ Abdilahi noted that, With such dear-Cut
data in hand′ he could simply recommend that more money be
grven to social agencies so that sta節e could be available when they
are most needed.
’’But I don′t think communities like Roxbury should wait for a
mental health establishment to help them. I′m interested in see-
mg What neighbors and relatives can do for themselves.′′ He con場
。uded that identifying specific neighborhoods where family vio一
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lence is most prevalent and increasmg COmmunity awareness of
the problem by spreading infomation through the media′ SChooIs
and churches may be a better solution in preventing family vio-
lence than both Police intervention and aid from social agencies.
One indication of the lack of community mVOIvement-Or ade-
quate help at any level, for that matter-is seen in the number of
families who have had to call for police help repeatedly. Having
observed a number of instances where families have been ‘‘crymg
in the wildemess′′ over the years, Abdilahi has decided to analyze
the data in yet another way. He will study the occurrence and
location of homicides and suicides in the two districts to see if
there is a comection to families who have been repeatedly plead-
mg for help.
ノ′Did a victim whose anger had been suppressed so Iong and
who had been unable to chamel that anger tum it agamSt him-
Self or against others? It becomes a very mtngumg queStion to see
how family violence, eXaCerbated over a long time′ may aCtually
lead to that end:’
BEHIND
丑山M工工Y V工OLENCE
Understanding the role of the commnlty in family violence is
important to Abdilahi, nOt Only for intervention and therapy, but
in understanding some of the causes. In Roxbury, and in similar
economica11y depressed communities′ he believes one of the most
important causes of family violence is theノ’struggle for resources:’
the tension arising from the inability to pay bills and to meet
other basic needs. In addition, he noted tension can result from a
constant sense of distunction in residents who are barraged daily
by images from newspapers and television of what the ′ノgood life′′
should be, but must live in a reality that is quite di鮒erent.
Consequently, the run-down appearance of poor communi-
ties can a鮒ect the attitude of residents∴′In my definition of vio-
lence:′ said Abdilahi,ノ′the surrounding ecoIogy lS an important
aspect. The surrounding areas communicate to you at some level
that violence is there:’He emphasized that he did not want to
create the impression that all of Roxbury lS a ′ノplace of war:’but
added that although there are many peaceful families, ’’in my
assessment there is a disjunction between everyday living and the
kinds ofthings that a family needs for its own peace:’
Although in future research Abdilahi proposes to study the rel-
ative importance of other factors that may lead to family violence,
he explained why several factors in particular may play an impor-
tant role.
A number of past studies have shown a significant correlation
between alcohol abuse and family violence. While figures vary
considerably, depending on the study, the percentage of family
violence in which alcohoI was a contributing factor has been
reported to be as high as 90 percent.
Among the varieties of stress that Abdilahi will study as possi-
ble causes of family violence are stresses related to having a job,
not having a job, mamage, Parentmg and crowded living condi-
tions. Crowding can be a particular problem in poor, urban com-
munities, and he noted that one possible reason for the increase
in family violence on weekends and at night may be that families
are more likely to be together during those times′ Sharing a lim-
ited amount of space.
・′There is reason to believe the struggle for control and power
that underlies many violent actions may be rdated to the everyday
struggle of family members to daim′ eXPeCt′ COntrOl and defend
space in the family household:′ he wrote in his proposal to the
Guggenheim Foundatio . In addition, he said another disjunc-
tion-this time between t e actual amount of living space avail-
able to poor, urb n residents and the amount portrayed in the
me i  as nece sary for the good life-may add to the tension・
An mportant factor in preventing family violence, the
existence of social networks, ties into Abdilahi’s view of the
importance of community particIPation. He pointed out that
research rs ′ノhave found significant associations between social
isolation and th  occurrence of family violence:’
Social n tworks, typlCally composed of relatives, dose personal
friends, aCquaintances and co-WOrkers, Can help prevent family
violence i two important ways. In one sense, SuCh networks can
provide support during a family crisis by o励ering advice and
assistance, thereby servmg aS Outlets for frustration・ In the second
sense, the relative value of social networks is dependent on the
speci宜c nat re of relationships. From this perspective, netWOrk
members provide various degrees of objective feedback, helping
to clarify distorted views held by family members who are too
dose to the situation to be objective.
Interestmgly, Abdilahi noted some researchers have also found
that black families and working-dass families tend to interact
more with their relatives than white families and middle- and
upper-Class families. In addition, Other researchers have found
that the presence of extended family members′ that is′ relatives
outside of the father-mOthe -Child nudear family, in the homes of
black familiesノ′dramatically′′ decreased the incidences of family
violence, While their presence in white families increased the inci-
dences of violence. Because of the genera=ack of research into
violence in black families, Abdilahi hopes his future studies in the
Roxbury communlty Will provide further insight into this
Phenomenon.
耳S V耳OLEN“C丑
NTE RGE NE RATI ONAL?
Anoth r area of inter st to Abdilahi and other researchers is the
relationship between family violence while a person is growmg
up and violen e in that person′s own family once he or she is
married. The notion that violence can be passed from generation
to g eration has been supported in a number ofstudies・ It is not
Clear, however, tO What degree intergenerational violence is
related to genetic influenc  and to what degree it is due to being
exposed to violent behavior during crucial periods of
development.
ノ/The fact is, Very Often what we experience in childhood over a
long period of ime has its way ofbeing retained:’said Abdilahi・
′′It’s remakable how easy it is as an adult, Without being con-
scious of it, tO reCreate the kinds of family responses that hap-
Pened to you as a c ild. Quite often it is reflexive:’
In fact, the influence of family and the quality ofparentmg Can
have a profound influence on a growmg Child, aCCOrding to
Dr. David Go tesman, dinical director of Centerpoint, a treatment
Center for emotionally disturbed, aggreSSive males aged 13 to 2 l.
All f the youths treated at Centerpoint, Which is Iocated at
Danve s State Hospital in Danvers, Massachusetts′ and which is
run by the prlVate, nOn-PrOf t Justice Resource Institute′ are
referred by the state’s Department ofMental Health, and most
have a history of violent, antisocial behavior.
Because these youths are generally too young to be inarried, it
is not known whether th ir violent behavior would (assuming
they did no  respond to treatment) carry over into their own fami-
1ies. Howeve , in most of the males a pattem ofviolence is dearly
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evident in their teens′ and Gottesman believes there is a strong
COnneCtion between their violent behavior and the quality of
family care experienced during crucial periods of development,
Particularly from birth to age five.
‘ノFamilies, in my view:’said Gottesman, ′′play an enormous
role in the development of violent behavior:′ Gottesman noted
that in many cases parents ofthe youths he treats have so many
PrOblems oftheir own thatノノtheyjust have nothing left to glVe tO
their children′ and as a result these kids are really neglected and
abused:′
Gottesman theorizes that because of parental neglect during
CruCial periods of development, these youths never leam to
devdop a sense oftrust that their physical and emotional needs
Will be met.ノ′The key tlmeS are Very early because ifthe kids don′t
leam that basic experience oftrust in the world, they leam to
resort to some very desperate measures to survive:’
The lack oftrust that their parents are there to respond leads to
a breakdown in the development ofthe sense of self. This prob-
1em causes these children and adolescents to resort to impulsive,
Violent behavior as a means of expressing rage and getting a
response from other people. Many ofthe youths he works with,
Said Gottesman′ have a core ofrage because ofa sense that they
haven’t gotten what they need・
’’The experience of not having anyone care is the most terrify-
mg thing anybody can go through:′ he said.ノ′They commit crimes
because one ofthe purposes ofa violent act, Particularly in ado-
lescents′ is to get other people to pay attention′ tO get mPut, tO get
the extemal world to respond.′′
Nevertheless′ Gottesman pomted out that it is not easy to make
the connection between actual violence that a child experiences
in his or her family while growlng uP and violent behavior later in
life・ノノYou can make a case that violence happens more often in
kids whose parents are modeling violent solutions to problems. It
does happen a lot′ but there are kids who don′t develop violent
behavior when that happens. AIso we have quite a few kids here
Whose parents were not particularly violent・′′
Gottesman suggested that the initial impulse to commit vio-
lence may arise from basic psychoIoglCal problems: lack of trust
and the need to receive mPut from the extemal world, While the
method of expressing that violence may be more dependent on
modeling behavior displayed by parents.ノA youth may behave in
a particular violent way because that′s what he knows:′ he
explained′ノ′but the actual core cause may come from his wish to
have mPut′ and his feelings ofbeing abandoned and lost:′
BR日AKING THE CYCLE
OF VIOLENCE
It is unfortunate that although research into the causes offam-
ily violence continues′ nOt enOugh is being done to help troubled
families break the cyde of violence. Gottesman pointed out that
ノ’the kinds ofviolence I work with are rooted in an environmen-
tal family history that spans generations. The way you prevent it
is by breaking that chain・ You have to provide extensive treatment
to the individuals who have gotten themselves into trouble, and,
hopefully, yOu treat them before that.′′
Such treatment′ however′ is expensive. At Centerpoint, for
example′ mOSt Ofthe 12 youths undergomg treatment at any
given time are in residence until they arejudged able to survive
Safely on their own・ For such a program to be e節ective, Said
Gottesman, a dinical, educational and residential staff is needed.
While Centerpoint is one of the few such programs operatlng ln
A己苫斑の聯G駐瞥A髄五L甘Ⅴ王の巴鰹蹄C整
頓旺抵甜曲①鱒農翁鎚e選任膀餓登鋭馳睦$Q聯堆
灘鎧由膜強談敏抵e$壷僚艦蹴鋭触甘e盆鵬d
館腰穎錯観灘車軸醜,軸
制旺抽鱒の蹟融d急$$。
鰹批駐独陸地醜貌光臨紐適地艶
捌敢斑篤画韮駒軸徳魚肥亜能事
駒出e醍舗幡W縄‡盆醜態e蝕醜聞誌亀① ①①閲膳
軸瀧証軸菰放免超鞭亜鉛.
the country, four other similar programs in Massachusetts were
dosed several years ago as a result ofProposition 2沈. That left
Centerpomt the only operatmg PrOgram in the state.
The programノ′costs money:′ said Gottesman,ノ′and taxpayers
don′t like to spend money on this sort ofthing. Our society isJuSt
not that interested in these families because they′re generally
POOr, they have no resources and they′re very disturbed:′ But, he
Wamed′ /′the cost to society ofnot spending the money is 10
times′ Or 100 times′ What it costs to run this program:′
It is understandable, then, Why a lack offunds, Or a lack of
approprlate distribution of funds, has prompted Abdilahi to seek
a COmmumty aPPrOaCh to preventmg family violence. Like
Gottesman′ he believes tha=he cost to society ofnot helping dis-
turbed families is much higher than the cost of helping them・
Perhaps a more fundamental problem′ howeveI; is identifying
PrOblem families in the first place. Although the causes offamily
Violence can vary, the shame that silences and prevents a family
from seeking help knows no dass or racial boundaries. No
amount of money or commumty interaction can help a family
Victimized by its own violence if the walls of privacy-reinforced
by embarrassment and guilt-PreVent its cries from being heard
On the outside.♯
HussEIN ABDILAH量(Bulhan) has been czn a55istant r毎s50r〆〇
年ychol鋤y 。t Bo5tOn脇iver5砂Since J979. He γeCeive(i hねma5-
te(5 anc7 doctomte d錆reeSJ布om Bo5tOn Univer均′ and recently
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O ONE REMEMBERS HOW HE OR
she learned to communicate.
Memories of the one-WOrd and
two-WOrd sentences that we
uttered as children are familiar
to us only through the stories
Our ParentS tell. We also don’t
remember how di鯖cult it was or wasn’t to acqulre
that language skill.
CⅢLD DEVELOPMENT
The process of language development is a
Very COmPlicated one. If you’ve ever tried to leam
a forelgn dialect, yOu realize the tediousness of mastenng unfa-
miliar sounds. Babies, however, have to start from scratch and
Since language is the key to future communication, their progress
is of intense interest to child development specialists, educators
and, Of course, ParentS.
Babies, like the rest ofus, benefit from being able to get a word
in edgewise-eVen if that ′′word′′ is only the gurgle, glggle or
Sigh of the pre-Verbal infant. That is one condusion drawn by
Professor Paula Menyuk, a PnnCIPal investigator of the recently
COmPleted Language Indices Prqject (L.I.P), Which traced the
acqulSltlOn Of language skills of more than 50 babies. According
to Menyuk, although parents have been correct in assummg that
talking to babies is beneficial to their language development′ glV-
mg the infants opportunities to γe岬Ondノ‘makes the difference
between good outcome and super outcome’’in a child’s ability to
master language.
The紅equency and style of verbal interaction between mothers
and babies were studied by Menyuk, Boston Universlty PrOfessor
Of Applied PsycholingulStics; along with Dr. Martin Schultz,
director of the Hearmg and Speech Division at Children’s Hospl-
tal; and Dr. Jacqueline Liebergott, PrOfessor of Communication
Disorders at Emerson College. They found that a wide variety of
Parental styles of talking to and eliciting responses from children
all ′′worked:’But there was great variability in the ways and rates
Of leammg.
As a matter offact, One Ofthe prlmary PurpOSeS Ofthe Lan-
guage Indices Project was to determine the range of norma=an-
guage development for children within the first three years, and
SeCOndly-a Critical component-tO eXPIore the individual varia-
tions ofboth children’s and parents’behavior. ′’We found many
individual pattems of development:’said Menyuk,ノ‘that all came
Out right. Consequently, ParentS don’t need to be
SO uPtight companng their child to the others in
the playground:’
They also need not be so concemed about talk-
mg COnStantly to their children・ The key, aCCOrd-
mg tO Menyuk, SeemS tO be to let the babies
′′talk’’or respond. Even very young babies benefit
from being glVen訪応to創l, Menyuk emphasized,
SO that it is more beneficial to sayノノHi, Baby!’’and
Wait before gomg On tOノ′How are you?’’than to
rattle on at rather than fo the baby. After a11, aren’t
these the very sam  strategleS that encourage adults to engage in
COnVerSa ion? Babies, it seems, reSPOnd equally well to good
Fu ded by a grant from the Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services of the Department of Education, the Lan-
guage Indices Project invoIved 56 children, half full-term babies
and half premature. They came from four socioeconomic groups
and entere  the proJeCt nO Older than lO months ofage. In an
e鮮brt to c ntroI social variables, tWO Other criteria were used: the
Children came from two-Parent families and their mothers did not
work outside th  home. (Some factors changed over the course of
the study.)
The object ofthe study was not to teach the babies to talk・
Instead, the nv stlgatOrS WOuld visit the families once a month to
tape-reCOrd or video- aPe the interactions between mothers and
babies. They alsoノ′engaged the babies in conversation:’so to
SPeak, tO determine sp ech-SOund development vocabulary, Sen-
tence-StruCture development and conversational competence.
More technical tests were performed at Children′s Hospital. And
for their part, the mothers were asked to keep diaries oftheir
babies′ word acqulSlt10nS・ Of course, this directly engaged the
ParentS Or ’’focused Moms’’ n language development・
’’Focusing Moms’’wasノ‘the strongest intervention we did:’
Schultz emp asized∴ノWe let them know that their kids were okay
and that whatever style of verbal interaction they were using was
approprlate. But merely by interactlng With the babies′ We PrO-
vided a model that parents might fol量ow. Did the mothers practice
wi  the babies when we weren′t there? Of course:’he added.
Cons quently, LI.P became, in a sense, an intervention study.
One strategy use to evaluate understanding mVOIved toys and
Other objects at the investigators brought to the partlCIPantS’
Mastemg I鬼nguage :
A Process ofGive and T雅e
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT
homes. The children were asked toノ′smell the flower’’or ’’push
the truck:′ Then they were asked to ′′smell the truck′′ or ′′tickle
the nower:′ If the directions were followed correctly, it was felt,
comprehension was being demonstrated・ On the other hand′ after
watching a few of these sessions′ What parent could resist slippmg
in a little practice here and there? So agam′ the study itself
became intervention.
’’We weren’t looking for a formula for how to talk to a baby:’
Liebergott said, ‘ノalthough it seems that some parents set their
children up to be successful′′ in acqulrmg language. They do it′
however, in a wide variety ofways, SuCh as playmg Peek-a-Boo′
reading aloud but leaving the child a sIot to即(′’Once upon a
time, there were three little ∴’) or giving a direction that requires
the child to do rather than say something.
BABIES’ LIKE∴T臨E RE$骨
壷鵬, b馳e鮎缶o皿be壷g a胱紬留律a
WOrd血e埴読se鵬ev餌韮出征
∝wor辞i$ 〇時血e雛壇e,魂親e ⑬r
S粗簡仕推賞抵田鴨抽出紐。
Some mothers were so attuned tQ their children’s non-Verbal
behavior that they seemed to intuit what the baby was capable of
doing or even what he was golng tO do next. These parents would
Often ’ノtake the baby’s tum:’as Liebergott described it, inノ′conver-
Sations:’They would either help the baby by guiding his hand,
Pe血aps, Or demonstratmg the meanmg Of a statement them-
Selves. As the child progressed, these mothers went on to what
Liebergott called ’′proto-directives:’which, in essence, aSks the
baby to do something he has already started・ So when the parent
SaW the baby crawI or reach toward his bottle ofjuice, She would
Say, ′‘Have some Juice:’
As the children developed, these parents changed their
approach accordingly, gOmg On tO genuine questions or com-
mands, When they sensed the child was ready. For example, When
a 12-mOnth-Old was putting on his hat, his mother would say,
′′Put on your hat:′ By 18 to 20 months′ the mother sensed the
baby was ready for th  command to be given as a directive′ and
would say, ′′Put on your hat′′ when it was within the baby′s sight.
And by the tim  t e child reached 29 months′ the mother felt
comfortable sending him out of the room to find the hat.
The age levels are approximate′ Of course′ Since one of the most
important findings of the Language Indices Project is the di節erent
rates of leaming m nOmal development. For example′ the ′ノfast-
es ′′ baby i  the study could comprehend and say 10 words by
about ll months ofage, While those who did not acqulre 10
words unti1 18 months were still within the normal range. More-
over, the achievements of this ′′fastest’’child were not so di鱈訂ent
from thos  of many others by the time they reached the age of
ree  ′′Parents think that starting late means ending up in bad
shape:′ Liebergott said, ′′but that is not necessarily so:’
That is not to say, however, that none of the babies studied had
language-development di鯖culties. Six of the children were found
to have real problems, but one of the other purposes of the proJeCt
WaS tO determine early slgnS Of di航culty.
常AR避討苫S　灼遍藍砂∴N O甘∴脇道
$⑬ ㈱朋e舶e武流血亡軸酢0珊t組呼
的亜壷出田壷鈍間e k甥aC∞瞥崩鴫
的胱e軽see鵬をO be曲量鏡血e
b盆bie$従亡拙㌘ 0距e畢飽d・
In fact, the L.I.P study induded premature babies because they
were the group often thought to be at risk in developmg language
di鯖culties. Parents of preemies, however, Should be reassured,
according to Menyuk, that bamng lnterVenmg di鯖culties′ Pre-
mature infants do catch up in language development by the time
they are three.
As it tumed out, the preemies in the study did even better sta-
tistically than the group of full-term babies. And even the tiniest
baby in the study had caught up to his peers in tems oflanguage
development, by the end of the project.
The investlgatOrS are Currently analyzmg their data and prepar-
mg a manual intended for parents as well as for pediatricians and
dinicians. In addition to reassuring most readers that all is gomg
norma11y, eVen though Johnny,s rate and style of leammg is dif-
ferent from Sally′s, the manual can help pmPOint early slgnS Of
real trouble for parents and pediatricians. L.I.P will also give doc-
tors a more detailed idea of the variability of normal development
Within the first three years.
In addition to the considerable information about language
development that LI・P h s provided, the study has also raised
some int restmg queStions. Menyuk, Shultz and Liebergott have
rece tly received n additional grant from the O航ce of Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services to fo11ow many of these
children into their school years to see if early languge develop-
ment ′′predicts′′ later skills such as reading・ Menyuk said′ ′ノV¥た
want to s e ifthe first three years oflife are ′critical’to later lan-
guage dev lopment. In o her words′ What effect does the child’s
early style of development have on later schooI performance?’’Or
as Liebergott p ts it, ′ノFirst there′s leammg language′ leammg the
SyStem and then there’s leaming to use language:’群
PAULA MENYUK短z p7窃∬Or fn fhe School qfEducation 。nd
diγeCtOr Qfthe Schoo雄Division Qfcbunselir砂Readir砂Lan-
guc砂e Deveん,pment and Sf,eCial Education・
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ON NICYNSKI REMEMBERS VⅣIDIY
that he and his father had little
in common. Now he wants to
be a friend as well as a father to
his two boys. Paul Knguse
grew up m an OrPhanage
丁bday he is a single parent
Who feels you have to believe in yourself before
you can raise children. Art Webber has never met
his toddler daughter. But he volunteers his time
EATHERHO OD
teaching children to read in the hope he’ll be pre-
Pared for fatherhood when his time comes
Nicynski, Knause and Webber are three men who would just as
SOOn discuss their children as they would their golf games or their
businesses They are among a new breed ofmen who are not
Satisfied to be just breadwinners. They share a strong commit
ment to parenting, but like many men, they also share a lack of
Orientation to the role
In the 1970s′ Ronald F Levant, a dinical associate professor at
Boston Universlty Observed that in aH the research on parentmg,
fathers were never mentioned. In fact some studies indicated that
the father’s role in parenting wasノ’inapproprlate ’’The roles of
father as provider and mother as nurturer were very weH
lngrained・ ’ノParenting was synonymous with mothering:’said
Levant. The problem was however, that economics and the wom
en’s movement forced more and more mothers into the workplace
and, COnSequently strained their traditional parentmg rOle And
the persons most approprlate tO Share the burden ofchild raising,
the fathers, Were nOt Well prepared for the responsibilities.
In 1979 Levant matched two groups offamilies with similar
demographic backgrounds. One set of ll fathers was taught var-
ious communication skills while the other ll men served as a
COntrOl group. The results showed that the children ofthe fathers
Who leamed the skills found their dads more understanding after
they took the course
In fact, Levant’s study showed that the whole family benefited
When the fathers leamed parentmg Skills. The women were
relieved to have their husbands more invoIved with the children
because it took some pressure offthem. The fathers, Levant
believes, developed a new way of thinking about family relation
Ships. And perhaps most importantly the children found positive
Changes in their relationships with their fathers.
Armed with that research, Levant asked Boston
Universlty tO eStablish a non-Credit dass for fath
ers. The ‘′Fathe血ood Project’’opened its doors
last September at a cost of $200 for the eight
Week program. Housed at the SchooI ofEduca
tion′ the initial fall course graduated 12 fathers,
and six fathers recently completed the sprmg
PrOgram・
The men enrolled wereノ/physicians, attOmeyS,
laborers and businessmen:’said Levant, Who
teaches the course with Gregory F Doyle, a family
therapy supervisor at Kemedy Memorial Hospltal for Children.
Halfthe men were married and halfwere smgle parents with full
Or Oint cust dy or visitation rights. What they had in common
WaS their interest in better carmg, COmmunicatmg and invoIve-
ment with their children.
’′They were looking for di鮮drent things:’Levant said.ノ/Some
Said,ノI don′t feel part ofthe family I′m at work all day and when I
COme home, We eat, WatCh television and it’s time to go to bed.
They wanted more f a rela ionship ’’
Overall, men Wa t tO be more active in child-rearing, Levant
Said But family socialization and formal education haven′t pre-
Pared them to becom  fathers∴ノThey are not trained to dea獲with
either children or fdelings:’he observed.ノノwomen are better pre-
Pared to deal with kids. For the most part, they have not been
SOCialized to be achievers They are encouraged to develop sensi
tivl y a d inte personal skills.’’
This role indoctr nation starts in childhood・ The toys and
games for boys are extemal, nOted Levant. Girls on the other
hand, are SyStematica11y trained to care for othersノAnd when
men get together, What do they talk about?′′ Levant asked・ ′/They
talk about job , SPOrtS Or mOney嶋lking about chi獲dren is some-
thing umque Once they do it, however, they don′t feel so iso
lated:’In the final analysIS Levant believes, “men need to leam
how to parent:’
Certainly program graduates Paul Knause, Ron Nicynski and
Art Webber ach believed they needed lessons in the subject.
In Nicynski’s cas  his wif , Dorothea, retired from the practice
Oflaw to raise Ron, Jr・, 3 and Joseph′ 2 Nicynski believed he
Should show his kids at least that much love He remembered,
‘ノMy dad and I did not have a lot in common・ We didn′t see eye to
eye in alk・ I want to be a friend to my sons, nOtJuSt a father:′
Being血e breadwimer is not enou如
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The lack of role models is something Levant has found typICal
in father/son relationships and is heavily discussed in theノ′Father-
hood PrQject:’Levant pomtS Out that he has yet to find a man
Who is satisfied with his relationship with his own father. And
While it is a handicap not to have had that model, it also seems to
be an impetus behind the quest to be a better father. ′′The men are
trymg tO Change to benefit the next generation:′ said Levant.
Nicynski’s wife enrolled him in the ‘ノFatherhood Prqject′′ as a
Christmas present・ And if there is one thing he leamed from his
fathering education′ it was to Iook his children in the eye and to
listen to them. He said his oldest son talks more to him because
he looks him straight in the face.
Such skills come naturally to his wife, he added. But he had to
develop them∴′You have to work at being a parent・ Listen to your
Children. Don′t always be on the run・ Get on the floor, ifyou have
to, tO eStablish eye contact:’he said∴ノPeople think it′s easier than
it is:’Nicynski continued・ ′ノBut being a good parent is hard work.′′
Winchester′s Paul Knause will also tell you of the work
invoIved in parentmg. But his is a di丑drent kind ofchore. He
doesn’t share the daily labor oflove with his wife. He is a divorced
father with custody ofsons Douglas, 13, and Andrew, 10.
When Knause′s mamage dissoIved five years ago, he very
much wanted custody ofhis sons. But he had to prove to the
COurtS his ability to provide a better life for them. Granted sole
CuStOdy ofhis children two years ago, he enrolled in theノノFather-
hood PrQject:’looking for answers to the day-tO-day challenge of
Single - Parenting.
For Knause, COmmunication was at the heart of the matter.
What he leamed fi-Om his fathering education was that ′′Ybu have
to Iook at children as people. Children have to be heard. And
What is being communicated might not always be verbal:′
Because Knause, an investment counselor, WaS raised in an
Orphanage′ he had no father image to follow in the ralSmg Ofhis
Children. While that fact may have made it more di鯖cult for him
to pave a path offathering′ he thinks it could have been a positive
force′ tOO. Either way, he does not fall back on his history as an
excuse for anything he does or doesn’t do as a father.ノノIt′s just too
easy to become a parent:′ said Knause. ′And society doesn′t value
Parentmg enOugh.’’
More than anything else, he wants to teach his sons how to be
responsible because ′’adults have to leam to be accountable for
their actions:′ His sons have alarm docks′ nOt dad, tO get them up
in the mommg and that is where the lesson begins. In the long
run′ however, Knause believes that children still need two parents
to Iook out for their welfare. ′‘I can wIPe their noses and put
BandAids on them when they’re hurt, but I can′t be a mother-
no more than a woman can be a father:′
Art Webber is a different kind offather, but he too has a parent-
mg StOry tO tell. The 45-year-Old Cambridge computer consultant
is currently invoIved in a legal battle for the right to visit the
daughter he has never seen. Although he always wanted a career
and a family, things didn’t happen that way for him. An unstable
SOCial life and many career changes brought him to age 40, With
Illn5tmtion : Ron Carlt,i7t)
no family. It was not long after that when hisノノwoman friend′′
amounced that she was pregnant.
′′I was immature enough to react in a bad way:’he recalled.
′ノThen I avoided it enough to believe it was not gomg On・′′
Webber thought the woman had terminated the pregnancy, but
She ha n′t. His daughter was between 16 and 18 months old
When he heard from mutual friends that he was a father. Ahd
the baby’s motheL Who had lc丑the state, refused to let him see
his child.
ノノI w s shattered by the revelation:′ Webber said of that moment
two years ago・ //Nothing comforted me but the concept of startlng
OVer. I had no self-eSteem. What I wanted most, I had thrown
away:’
His instincts oId him to go where there were children. With his
Self-COn丘dence gone, W bbe  knew he had to volunteer so he
WOuldn′t be reJeCt d・ Consequently, he went to the Cambridge
Montessori School and began spending several mommgS a Week
there teaching children between the ages of three and six to read.
When Webber heard about the ‘‘Fatherhood Project:′ he became
a xious to enroll. He saw it as a way to leam more about father-
mg and himself. And after finishing the program in April, he real-
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FATHERHO OD
ized that the first quality ofa good father is thatノノhe must know
Who he is. It′s a wonder皿thihg to have kids worship you. You
realize how much ofan influence you are on them. But, When
you know someone is Iooking up to you, yOu muSt know who
you are.’’
An unconfused person is the best parent, he continued∴A
Child is a sponge for knowledge and a sponge for leammg. Par-
ents must be aWare Of the influence they are bestowmg. Children
Will see whatever their parents are:′
Theノ′Fathe血ood Project’’focuses on developmg the parental
Skills referred to by Nicynski′ Knause and Webber. Not surprlSmg,
COmmunication is foremost on the list.
Parents build a relationship on communication, Levant
explained. He shows the men how they may be failing・ For exam-
Ple′ he asks whether they stand over their child when talking or
talk to their children from behind a newspaper. Do they watch
television while talking and focus on the set rather than the
Child? Those are poor habits to have and they hinder
COmmunication.
’’We need to Iook someone in the eyes when we talk:′ said
C‘IT’S A WONDERFUL THING TO
have kids worship you. Ybu
realize how much of an influence you
are on them. But when someone is
Iooking up to you3 you muSt know
Who you批e・,う
ART WEBBER
Levant. This eye contact and the idea ofノ′squarmg Off′′ or placlng
yourself directly in front of the child when speaking, are eSSential
lessons in theノノFatherhood Project.′′ Levant uses role-Playmg tO
demonstrate these ideas to the men. Each session begins with a
Short lecture on the skill ofthe evenmg. Role-Playmg by the ses-
Sion leaders follows and then the men talk about what they have
Observed.
This leads to a discussion ofthings that a child might say and
What a good response would be. For example, What happens
THE “FATHERHOOD PROナECT,,
OPened its doors last Saptember at a
C○S亡Of$200あr血c eゆ亡-Week
Program・ Housed at血e SchooI
OfEducadon,血e inidal fa皿
COurSe graduated 12 fa血ers and
Six fa血er  recently completed
血e spr叫g P調gram・
●
When a comes home and says,ノ′I feel dumb. All the other
kids at school are smarter:′ A father might answeL ‘′Come
On′ yOu Can do it.′′ But a much better response would be,
’′You’re feeling discouraged, aren′t you?′′ That answer would
encourage a child to discuss his fedings further.
The fathers playact such situations to work out the best way to
handle the problem・ Levant tapes the sessions to help the players
See the interaction・ And the men are also glVen homework from a
WOrkbook entitled劫7?nt EducationjZ’r肋heγ5, Generally, the
homework invoIves thinking through the ideas discussed in the
dassroom・ Most asslgnmentS requlre an aCtivity between the
father and child・ Then the father is asked to keep a diary ofwhat
happened.
The first four sessions focus on communication skills. They
include: attention-1eammg tO COmmunicate depends on being
able to glVe yOur attention to another person埴tenzm-tO What is
being said; and γeSpOndir移-tO understand how the other person
feels about what he is telling you・
The last four sessions are designed to increase the fathers′
awareness of themselves・ The sessions focus on self-aWareneSS
because children are perceptlVe and if you say or do things con-
trary to what you′re feeling′ a Child may lose faith in you. Genu-
ineness is examined because leammg ′′I messages′′ rather than
ノ′you messages:′ which tend to place blame on the other person,
Can Change statements from ′ノtou didn′t come home on time! ′′ to
ノ’I get frightened when you are late because I think something
may have happened to you!′′ノノYou messages:′ on the other hand,
Put the child automatically on the defensive. Finally, the men talk
about acceptance′ because feelings don′t always make sense and
you need to think before you act.
Levant said they also discuss what really bothers the fathers
about their children・ For example′ does the child continually
refuse to go to bed? Tbgether, they look at whether the behavior is
really that awful. They question if the problem is the father′s or
the child′s. This kind ofdiscussion is essential. It′s gettmg men tO
talk about kids for perhaps the first time in their lives.
Studies show that, PSyChoIoglCally, a man′s home life is more
important to him than the workplace, Levant said. The men in
the ’’Fatherhoood Project′′ prove that to be true. They are willing
to spend money and time to be better fathers. And a量though there
are no studies on th 鮒ects of increased father participation on
Children′ if these men are reflective of a new breed of father, then
it wouldn′t be surprlSlng tO also find a new breed ofchildren with
a more balanced outlook on life.#
RoNALD E LEVANTねa clinical 。5SOCiate rl汚ssoγ in fhe School
qfEducatio硫P棚mm Zn Counrdi移卒ycho履砂and料dileCtOr
qfthe ’’励the7hood P7?iect. ′’
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認T IS SAID THAT ALEXANDER THE
Great, Who ruled the Greek
emplre SOme 2300 years ago,
OnCe tOld his son that the boy
WaS the most powerful person
in the world. Surprised, the
boy replied, /ノHow can that
be?’’’’Because:’answered the father, ′/I command
the strongest army in the world, yOur mOther
COmmands me and you command your mother:’
PSYCHOLOGY
While the anecdote may be mythical, it reminds
us that relationships within the family can be both complex and
Paradoxical-irrespective of time and culture. Equally important,
the story pomtS Out the unexpected gender roles that can arise
Within the family.
Indeed, reCent findings by researchers in Boston University’s
Department of PsychoIogy revealed a number of unexpected dif-
ferences-and in some cases similarities-in roles and attitudes
held by men, WOmen, boys and girls within the family. For exam-
Ple′ WOmen Who described themselves as having masculine traits
SuCh as assertiveness and competitiveness were found to have
husbands who were more satisfied with their mamageS than the
husbands of women who did not describe themselves this way.
This丘nding contradicts the stereotypICal view that husbands are
happleSt With feminine, Submissive wives.
In parentmg, the researchers were not surprised to find ’′enor-
mous di往erences′′ in roles assumed by mothers and fathers, With
mothers doing much more of the caretaking (feeding, deaning-
up, dressing, etC…. ). They were surprised, however, tO find that
When fathers did assume caretaking roles, their ability to caretake
WaS Similar to that of mothers.
From the children’s perspec亡ive, glⅤen that mothers do the
maJOnty Ofcaretaking, it was no surpnSe tO find both boys and
girls saw major di任dences in the roles played by their fathers and
mothers・ Boys did not di往dr from girls, however, in their views of
how their parents treated them. This contradicted earlier studies
that suggested fathers impress difldrent roles on their sons and
daughters.
The Boston Universlty reSearChers will discuss these丘ndings
and more in a symposium they will present this October for the
National Council on Family Relations. Their symposium wi= con-
Sist of four research papers addressmg the theme, ′ノThe Meamng
Of Gender in Families and Family Research:′ As
the title implies, the researchers are interested not
Only in male and female roles in the famiIy, but
also in family research. Because more women are
attracted to family research than men′ both as
PSyChoIoglStS and as subjects,ノノthe gender of both
the researchers and the subjects may have infl虹
enced many studies:’noted Associate Professor
Kathleen M. White′ Who will co-author the paper
On gender effeds in family research。
Stu ying the roles of gender in family relation「
Ships is important for a variety of reasons, eXPlained Professor
Joseph C Speisman′ Chaiman ofthe symposium・ He pomted out
that because differe ces in sex roles are most powe血Ily expe正
enced in the family children′s exposure to roles played by family
members can have an important influence on how they later
accept or reJeCt SeX rOle definitions. In addition, /ノWe know that
h  family structure is in serious di鯖culty, at least in tems ofthe
divorce rat and custody issues′ SO tO Study gender and family
relationships is one way of gettmg a PerSPeCtive on why things
go awry:’
One umque aSPeCt Ofthe symposium is that the four papers
be ng presented are based on three independent studies con掃
ducted within he Department of PsychoIogy All the studies
invoIved family research, and all were longitudinal with subjects
being studied over several years. The Pregnancy and Parenthood
PrOJeCt, COnducted by Professor Frances K. Grossman, looked at
ノ/basically nomal:′ middle class families with pregnant mothers;
the Family Relationships proJeCt′ COnducted by White and Speis-
man′ S ud ed the maturlty Of the dosest relationships of young
adults; and the Family Changes proJeCt, COnducted by Abigail J.
Stewart and Ame P Copeland′ looked at families undergomg
marital separati n′ Within eight months of the initial separation
and again a year later. It was only recently however, that the sci-
entists decided o solate the role of gender in family relationships
and base a symposium on th  concept・
The advantage of this cross-Study approach, Said Speisman′ is
thatノ′you get at least three di鮒erent versions in response to the
Same queStion:’And when the three versions all agree,ノ′It gives
you an almost immediate sense of validity.′′ Associa亡e Professor
Stewart agreed and pomted out that the proJeCtS Were nOt Only
developed and conducted i dependently, but Iooked at different
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age groups and di鮒erent types of families. The researchers also
used di鱈drent measurmg teChniques, induding personal inter-
Views, queStionnaires and videotaped sessions∴′If a finding kept
Surfacing and held up across all those di励erences:’she noted, ’’we
felt that there was something there:’
Although the researchers are still analyzmg and companng the
data, and will not complete the symposium papers until later this
Summer, a number of interesting findings have already emerged.
Some of these results are discussed below, aCCOrding to the four
themes they addressed: men’s and women’s views of their mar-
rlage; Parentlng差hildren’s experience of the family; and family
MARRIAGE AND GENDER
The findings that women who described themselves as having
masculine characteristics also have husbands who are more
Satisfied with their mamageS are′ and yet are not, SurPrlSmg tO
Grossman′ Who will co-author the views of the mamage PaPer
With Speisman and Daryl Costos, a reSearCh associate. It is a sur-
PrlSe′ She said′ ifyou think ofthe traditional, happy mamage aS
having ′′the sweet mommy who stays at home and is feminine:′
On the other hand′ She said that masculinity-defined in our
Culture by such traits as competence and self-COnfidence-may be
an indication ofgood mental health. ′′It may be that these women
are simply sturdieL and sure, they′re gomg tO have better
mamageS:’
Grossman emphasized, howeveI; that there was no statistical
relationship between women who described themselves as having
masculine traits and their own satisfaction with their mamage.
But she added thatノ′What′s most interestmg about the data,
Which we′reJuSt begiming to get a handle on, is that ifyou want
to know how satisfied men are with their mamageS, in some
WayS What you look at is their wives, rather than at the men
themselves:′
In another measure of men′s and women′s views of their mar_
rlage, the researchers found husbands and wives have di盤訂ent
notions of how much time they spend together・ When asked to
describe their physical doseness, Wives described this and time
SPent tOgether as being greater than the husbands. Grossman
Said the wives meant this in a positive way, and Speisman agreed,
theorizmg that the reason may be because our culture provides
men and women with di鮒erent standards of comparison・
′′Men′ eVen tOday have a somewhat more varied experience in
their lives because of their careers. Pe血aps because of their
greater duration away from home′ men View things of importance
OutSide the home. Whereas women see many things of impor-
tance in the home′ SO PrOXimlty and time spent together seem to
be more for them:′ Speisman stressed that his explanation was
’′interpretation’’at this pomt, and added that the diff訂ence in
ViewpomtS Will probably change as women focus more energy on
CareerS and spend less time at home.
A surpnSmg Similarity in husbands’and wives’attitudes was
found in measures of affiliation and autonomy. Past studies have
Shown women to be more indined to a飴Iiation or a sense of
COnneCtedness′ While men are more associated with autonomy
Grossman and her associates, however, have not found such gen-
der di鮒erences in their preliminary data. Speisman suggested the
reason for the apparent lack of gender di鮒erence may be that the
terms have di鮮drent meamngS for men and women.ノノThe data
may represent di往drent ways m Which men and women construe
their worlds, Or What′s important to them:′
MOTH日RS AND EATHERS
The e ormou  di節erence seen in parentmg rOles assumed
by mothers and fathers was expected. Grossman, Who wi11
CO-author the paper on g nder diiferences in parentmg With
Assistant Professor Copeland, hypothesized that cultural influ-
ences may be a major reason why mothers assume most ofthe
Caretaking・ Mothers tend to be more responsive to children’s
needs′、she said′ because th y have a socially ingrained concept of
What mothering lS and how they should do it・
’ノWomen grow up with a dearly defined role of what mothering
is:’Grossm n expl ined.ノ′It’s very lmPOrtant for their self-eSteem
and they have a concept ofwhat doing lt Well means:′ She added
that ′′For fathers, the role is much more vague-Whether or not
they have to do it′ and ifthey have to do it, how much they do it
and whatノwell’means:′ She noted that because fathers have not
had a cultural indoctrination of caretaking roles, When they do
assume the task, fathers end to react more to the child and the
Situation′ rather than leamed concepts.
Desplte the observed differences in who assumes caretaking,
few di鮒erences were found in ability or quality of caretaking
When fathers wer  compared with mothers. ′′It’s not that men
Can’t do it:’said Grossman∴ノIt’s a question ofwho chooses to do
the caretaking:’
Grossman said her most surprlSmg finding was the way m
Which depressed mothers can affect a male child′s development・
She explained that while it is known工hat depression in mothers is
bad for children, her study showed that for some boys, ′′the more
depressed and upset the mothers were in the宜rst year after birth,
the better o任the boys were:’The reason, SuggeSted Grossman,
may be that fathers know enough to adopt a more dominant par-
e tmg rOle when the situation warrants it・ The boys, in tum, reaCt
POSit vely to the increased attention from their fathers.
G ossman and Copeland said that despite past research sug-
gestmg the contrary, all of the researchers’studies showed few
di朕rences in the way p ents treated their sons as opposed to
their daughters. One of he few exceptions was that some fathers
Were found to be mor  a tentive to first-bom sons. Grossman
explained that such prefer ntia量treatment may result from a fath-
er’s initial excitement ofhaving a son with whom he can identify.
RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN
葦韓講藷護
PeCted gender roles can arise wi血in血 叫
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THE CHILDREN′S EXPERIENCE
The way children experience gender roles within the family can
a節ect their later roles and attitudes according to Stewart.ノノWhen
kids are in a two-Parent family, they’re glVen a tremendous
amount ofinformation about what men and women are like by
looking at their mothers and fathers. And that information may or
may not be true.’’Co-author Copeland added that many children
draw faulty condusions, nOt Only because oftheir biased, limited
experience but becal上se society and gender roles are in a state of
transltlOn.
Both researchers noted that their most slgnificant finding so far
agrees with a condusion to be made in the paper on gender dif-
ferences in parenting. That is, although boys and girls perceived
that their fathers and mothers had very different roles in the fam-
ily, boys and girls also felt that the parents treated them equally.
This finding showed up m all three studies, and Stewart com-
mented′ノノThat′s something I now fdel really confident about.′′
Another interesting finding, nOted Stewart, is that children do
not necessarily identify exclusively with the parent of their own
gender. When children were asked how much they identified
With their parents, nOt Which one did they identify with moγe, but
how much they identified with them individually, the children
reported equal levels of identification with both parents. ‘′It’s
likely that children identify with di鮒erent things in their parents:’
Said Stewart, /ノbut the data suggest that kids do not simply, m
SOme mOnOlithic way, identify entirely with the parent of the
Same SeX.’′
E皿ILY RESEARCH
It makes sense that, amidst all the research effbrts to uncover
the roles ofgender in family relationships, the researchers should
look at their own roles to see ifgender influences their work.
For White, it has made sense for a long tlme. ‘‘I′m convinced that
men and women look at issues di鮒erently, and that male and
female psychoIoglStS Iook at issues di鮒erently:′ she said∴′If you′re
gomg tO Iook at gender di鮒erences, yOu′ve got to have members of
both genders doing lt COllaboratively ifyou really want to make
SenSe Ofthe data:’
True to her word, White has collaborated for a number ofyears
With Speisman in their research proJeCt Studying the relationships
Ofyoung adults. In addition, She wi11 co-author the paper on gen-
der e鮒ects in family research with two male colleagues, Joseph M.
Healy, Jr・, from the Department ofPsychoIogy, and William S.
Pollack, from the Harvard Medical School.
White believes that in studying family relationships, gender
roles can influence the research process from beginnlng tO end・
Pointmg Out that female psychoIoglStS are generally more inter-
ested in family research than male psychoIoglStS, She lamented,
∝W E K N O W T H A T T H E欝。●噂Ofge輩岩麟On巾
JosEPH C. SpEISMAN
′′For all ofthe family proJeCtS, it’s been hard work to recruit
males, While the females are very mtereSted in studying the fam-
ily:′ In addition, She said that the men she does manage to recruit
tend to drop out ofthe proJeCtS SOOner than the women. ′ノI always
have to scrounge. I fdel as though I spent the whole three-year
PrOJeCt traimng neW male interviewers:’
Even when family research teams are composed ofboth men
and women, White said di縦rences in male and female interview-
ing techniques can influence results. For example, in her own
PrOJeCt White has observed that the male researchers always fin-
ished their interviews before the female researchers, eVen though
both used the same interview schedule. Because the interviewers
Were allowed to ask optlOnal follow-uP queStions when the sub-
JeCtS’responses seemed incomplete, White suggested that female
interviewers may have probed deeper than the males-POSSibly
because women are more comfortable with discusslng fami獲y
The gender ofresearch subjects used in family research can
also influence study results, Said White. As with male interview-
ers, White has found that male subjects tended to drop out ofher
family research proJeCt SOOner than female subjects. ′And the
males who did stay were most likely to be married to females in
the study,’′ she added∴ノSome ofthem would even say,ノWell I
don’t know ifI would have come back ifmy wife hadn′t dragged
me.’’’
ONE UNIQUE ASPECT OF
篭臨碧豊縞臨S
ind pendent stl田dies conducted
W血in血e DepaIment Of
P s叩hology
White related an anecdot  that illustrates how family research
Can b influenced by gender differences in subjects before the
PrOJeCt eV n begins. She explained that her first advertisement in
the Bo5tOn Globe for volunteers for a family study drew almost all
WOmen. When she changed the wording of the advertisement
headline from ′′Family Research‥ If you′re interested in partici-
Patmg m a Study offamily relationships ofyoung adults … ′′ to
’ノYoung Adults: Ifyou′re interested in partlCIPatmg ln a Study of
the relationships ofyoung adults … , ′′ she received ′ノmany, many
more male respondents・′′ Consequently, ifshe had not run the
revised advertisement, the gender of subjects could have influ-
enced the whole research process before she recorded one pleCe Of
datum.
The maJOr PurPOSe Ofthe paper′ Said White, Will be to suggest
that researchers need to be more aware ofhow the gender of
Subjects and researchers can a鮒ect the research process∴′If we′re
not sensitive to these issues:′ she said,ノ′we may be misinterpret-
mg Our findings′ Or We may nOt be且nding things we think we are
finding.’’
While many ofthe findings discussed so far are backed by
SOlid data′ a11 ofthe researchers polnted out that much analysIS
and interpretation are yet to be done before the symposium
PaPerS are ready for the family relations conference in October.
′ノRight now we feel confident about certain kinds of results that
We’re reportlng:’said Speisman′ノ′but we′ll know better how they
COme tOgether this falL When we make our presentation.′′持
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LORI CALABRO
T THE TURN OF THE CENTURY, THE
financial magnate A.P Giannini founded
the Bank ofItaly, Which is now the Bank of
America. A visionary, Giannini wanted to cre-
ate a bank for all people, a bank that would
get the people to take their money out ofthe mattresses and put it
into the economy. His solution was branch banking, a nOVel con-
CePt that quickly outdated the symbolic, but ominous downtown
instltutlOnS.
Giamini built l100 branch o鯖ces. And his successful ethic of
SerVice to the customer was followed for decades by faith請man-
agement・ In recent years, however, there′s been a radical overhaul
in al獲financial services. The banking world has become particu-
larly complicated・ Passbook savings books are relics ofthe past・
Companies such as Merrill Lynch′ American Express and Sears
Roebuck have entered the field and the separation between
investment banking′ COmmerCial banking′ insurance and broker
has been eliminated. Probably the most dramatic f祖or a純cting
the banking world, howeveI; has been the introduction ofelec-
tronics into what was formerly a paper-driven business.
Although the future of banking lS electronic, many mStitutions,
SuCh as the Bank ofAmerica′ have not been prepared for the
impact・ As a result′ these banks have run into a strong mtemal
roadblock-their own corporate culture・ Tb remedy the situation,
they have tumed to corporate culture consultants to help them
evaluate who they are and where they should be in order to sur-
Vive in the rapidly changmg financial world.
Stanley M. Davis′ reSearCh professor at Boston Universlty′s
SchooI ofManagement′ SPeCializes in corporate culture. His
research has become an important tooL nOt Only for banks but for
American business in general. A self-described ′′organizational
。inician:′ Davis has worked primarily, but not exclusively, With
financial institutions and high-teCh companies for the last six
years. And in the fall′ he will publish the results ofhis research in
his触h book胸n甥卿Cb7fmte C初uγt,′ dist工・ibuted through
Ballinger Publishing Company.
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Davis was the consultant Bank ofAmerica called on for help
about two years ago when they were about to embark on a new
′ノback to basics′′ strategy. ′′Bank ofAmerica has always seesawed
With Citibank for the number one position:’said Davis.ノノCiti-
bank′ however′ is the most technoIoglCally developed ofall finan-
Cial corporations. Bank ofAmerica, On the other hand, has a very
different culture with regard to technoIogy, One that was not com-
Patible to the new world of electronic banking.’’One ofthe core
Values that was hindering Bank ofAmerica, Davis found, WaS
that the leadership considered the bank the industry leader rather
than a technoIogy leader. Similar to IBM′s attitude toward per置
SOnal computers, Bank ofAmerica assumed thatノ′a smaller firm
WOuld develop the technoIogy and then the industry leader,
because ofits scale, WOuld use that technoIogy and rapidly catch
up and surpass the technoIogy leader.’’
Davis urged Bank ofAmerica to put technoIogy foremost
among ltS Values. One ofhis other recommendations was to com-
municate the bank’s prmCiples more openly, and the institution
has since published them in ′ノVision, Values and StrategleS.′′ Pre-
Viously, SuCh information would have been reserved for only the
top executives. But, Davis is convinced that the dissemination of
SuCh important information is a very positive step. ‘’Strategy has
POWer and when every empIoyee, eVery Shareholder and every
CuStOmer Can tell you what the strategleS are in their own lan-
guage, then it becomes very powerful:’he said. ′ノThe key to suc-
CeSS is having each person understand how his/her relationship to
that organization is part of the enactment of the strategy.′′
、 Corpo「ate Cu音ture: Fad o「鵜ntegral Compoれent
Implementation ofa new strategy lS Only one ofmany mStanCeS
Where a corporation decides to hire an expert such as Davis.
Sometimes′ aS in Bank ofAmerica′s case, management realizes
that they need to make adjustments in response to changes in the
market・ In another case, a COmPany may be on the verge 6f
adoptmg a neW identlty, SuCh as golng from a product-Oriented
Organization to a marketing-Oriented one, and they need to know
iftheir culture will help or hinder their success. In a case such as
Wang’s′ Where Davis is currently working, managerS need to find
a way to deal with phenomenal growth while maintaining their
identlty. Companies at the other end ofthe life cycle often need
●
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help when they lay offpeople and violate the cherished value of
full empIoyment.
′′In any case, managerS Can SenSe When something lS nOt
right:’explained Davis. ′ノThey know it doesn’t have to do with
their products or their markets or their丘nancing or some other
Straight-forward business issue. They have the fdeling that it has
to do with ‘the way things are around here.’’’
In recent years, however, COrPOrate Culture has become a buzz
WOrd. Davis relayed a co11eague’s comments that ‘ノFive years ago,
managers thought corporate culture meant yogurt.’’′ノFive years
from nOW:’Davis maintains,ノノeither the fad will be over or a basic
element will have been added to the managers′ repertoires.’’
The reasons for the current emphasis on corporate culture are
many. The state of the economy, the influx of new technoIogleS
and the rise offorelgn COmPetition have put a heavy strain on
American business. And the management concepts and
approaches that were bom in this country have come under
attack.
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PROFESSOR SRAN DAVIS
The basic problem′ aCCOrding to Davis, is that we′re ′ノusing the
WrOng mOdels for managmg mOSt Ofthe corporations in our soci-
ety:’The Alfred SIoaIl/General Motors model of self-COmPetition
doesn′t work any more because we are no Ionger operating m an
industrial economy. ′′The United States now has a post-industriaL
SerVice-based economy:’noted Davis, ′ノUnfortunatdy, We are Still
usmg the same industrial models:′ While business is casting
around for new models, however, they are looking toward corpo-
rate culture to o鮒er insight on the matter.
Distinguishing Between Guid雪ng and Dai音y Be看ie書s
Asked to describe corporate culture, Davis quoted Judge Potter
Stewart′s comments on pomography,ノ/I may not know how to
define it′ but I know it when I see it・′′ Defining corporate culture,
Davis continued,ノ’is like putting your hand in a doud:’You know
it’s there′ but you can′t get a firm grlP On it・
In his analytlCal process, Davis makes a distinction between the
COrPOration’sノ′guiding beliefs′′ and its ‘‘daily beliefs:′ Guiding
beliefs are statements ofwhat the company stands for, its identlty,
ethos or vision. Daily beliefs, On the other hand, deal with the
Culture or environment that happens around the water cooler.
How people dress, What the work environment looks like, What
time empIoyees come in and leave at night, etC., are all part ofthe
daily beliets.
The key to the success of a corporation, however, lies with the
guiding beliefs. A company must have a sound foundation on
Which to base its actions. The overriding factor of success is faith-
ful adherence to those b liefs. And Davis′ premise is that if an
Organization wants to overcome the challenges of a changmg
WOrld, it must be prepared to change everything about itself
except those beliefS.
Although profit is the generally accepted by-PrOduct of success,
it is also tied to the guiding beliefs, aCCOrding to Davis. The reason
is that resources are always allocated in relationship to the com-
Pany’s purpose∴’Profit is to a corporation what health is to an
individual:’he noted. ′’You can’t survive without it, but it′s not the
reason you exist・ A corporation’s guiding beliefs or vision are why
it exists. And profit is a measurement of how well or how poorly
the corporation is executmg ltS Stated vision.’’
Guiding beliefs are sometimes stated and sometimes not. In
Very large corpo ations, however, they are usually very succinct・
Caterpillar, for example, has a statement, /Any part, anyWhere in
the world within 24 hours.′′ At IBM, they follow Thomas Watson,
Sr:s, legacy ofservice and respect for the individual. Coca-Cola,
Said Davis, had a guiding beliefthat they never made public. The
Phrase was ′ノwithin an arm’s length of desire:’and what it meant
WaS  a soft drink was an impulse purchase and ifyou can put
the product within an a m′s length ofthe impulse, then it′ll be
COnSum d・ That’s why you started seemg Coca-Cola slgnS eVery-
Where in the 1950s, he added.
The daily beliefs indicate how well or how poorly the com-
Pany’s vision is carried out in the workplace. And ifthe guiding
beliefs state what the compaIly Should or wants to be, the daily
beliefs are the manifestati n ofwhat the company lS nOW and has
be n in the past.
鑑曲調講髄鞘
登軸e蘭削鴨o曽w血軸曲別的晒p珊y
筑鮒彊嘗〇両鳴弛e鵬輔拐隼軸髄鞘V観鮒。
舶軸y聯掘轟sタ珊抽選輔車略両軸勘融融
W肌蹴e帥軸的抽繍抽坤馨胎齢甜醐固
曲e w請を耕鞍の朗悠蝿
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MANAGEMENT
雪 Putting Youl- Hand in A Cgoud
Deciphering corporate culture, aCCOrding to Davis, is ′′deceptlVely
Simple:’The process, nOnetheless, is tedious and time-COnSum-
mg, uSually taking more than a year to complete from initial
investlgation to recommendations and implementation. The first
Phase is to interview the top leadership in a corporation, Which
usually numbers about two dozen. The interviews are one-On-
One and usually last an hour and a halfeach. From these senior
executives, Davis gets the ′’guts ofthe business:’a fundamental
idea ofwhat the place stands for.
For his purposes, Davis confines his research to these top per-
SOmel, at first, because they are the ones who formulate and exe-
Cute the company’s guiding beliefs. They are also the ones usually
more willing to discuss corporate strategy than their lower level
COunterPartS.ノ’In generaL 1ower and middle level managers are
far more scared, SenSitive and secretive about the information that
they consider the jewels of the company/’said Davis. Invariably,
theノ′bosses are much more open. They go golfing with their com-
Petition and share that supposedlyノsecret’information.’’
Davis then analyzes the data and presents what he considers
’’the problem′’to the leadership.ノ/The acid test:’he noted,ノ’is
Whether or not they agree that I’ve captured the culture ofthe
Organization:’Davis then pomtS Out the adequacies and the inad-
equacies ofthe culture in regard to the business, the strategy and
the market.
雛
陣。青書曲。観。叩。輸
胸をi㊦輪W玩護をh思盆l柵竃富めan曇れd董v蘭細論営農
Y融c細,電馳夢V壷v鯵W軸o軸的b雨曇をタ登れoを
軸偉記縄珊yのりeX壷§電照A ○○岬珊軸o請,s
罵閥輔蘭留嚢肥輔e総帥V繭の鵬観げ鍵W脆y i青
$X講書$書
PROFESSOR STAN DAVIS
In the end Davis presents the corporation with a matrix that
Charts cultural risk・ This 3x3 chart ranks how important each
action is to the success ofthe strategy and how compatible each
action is with the daily culture. The degree ofcultural risk
depends on these two factors. The smaller the gap, the less the
risk. And any changes that are pIotted higher in strateglC impor-
tance than in cultural compatibility are deemed unacceptable.
Once Davis completes his analysIS, management has four
Choices. They can simply lgnOre the culture工hey can manage
around the culture by changmg the implementation plan工hey
Can try tO Change the culture to fit the strategy; Or they can try to
Change the strategy to fit the culture.
Once top management decide what wi11 be the most approprl-
ate approach, the next step IS tOノ/roll it out to the organization.’’
This is where the daily beliefs-intemal recruiting, developlng
PerSOmeL COmPenSating, etC. are brought into line with the new
approach・ And it is at this level that implementing corporate prm-
CIPles can run into several snags. Davis has outlined lO pitfalls, a11
tied to the companies daily beliefs that can hinder enacment of
De。軸。血g 。。叩意
富ate cuIをu富e is tedio鵬§ a鵬d t壷me一
COn§umlng, uS脚書霊y taking more t轟翻a
yeal- tO COmPIete, from in重量雪al inve§をiga後
をionをO reCOmmendaを書ons and
imp書ementat雪on賞
the strategy. He believes that these pitfalls will prevent manage-
ment from enacting their strategy ifnot attended to. For example,
the pitfall Davis terms ′′the non-eVent’’occurs when top manage-
ment make a big announcement of a new strategy and then
do not follow through. The most potentially dangerous pitfalL he
noted, however, is cymCism. That’s when empIoyees believe man-
agement do not mirror the corporate values, but expect the
empIoyees to.
Since top management disseminate values and strategy to the
rank and file, they are responsible for initiating any corporate
Changes through their actions and words. And the leaders are
also the ones who must assess the implementation plan. They
have the optlOn Of stoppmg the roll-Out at any tlme ifit doesn’t
appear to be accepted. Changmg COrPOrate Culture is a long, SIow
PrOCeSS. And if a company succeeds in overcoming all the pitfalls,
they will produce a healthy culture. ‘ノBy healthy, I mean one in
Which people behave in a manner that reflects and enacts those
Stated core values.’’The process also never stops. Added Davis,
ノAfter attaining health, it becomes a maintenance program:’
Davis doesn’t believe there are any companies with ideal cul置
tures. ′’That’s like asking ifthere are people whose physical health
is so good that they never need a check-uP:′ he said. There are
Cultures that work. There are also trend setters. But another high-
tech firm cannot extract an element from, Say, Hewlett-Packard’s
Culture or Wang’s and expect it to be successful within their
environments.
The generalizations on successful cultures that Davis pomtS tO
a e that the comp ny′s beliefs are stated very explicitly and
they’re underst od by veryone. The beliefs are also acted upon
by every empIoyee on a daily basis∴ノIndividually, however, these
beliefs are a l di任erent:’he added.
In the final analysIS, Said Davis, COrPOrate Culture is not the
total answer to a company’s p oblems. ′ノIt is not a panacea. The
most terrific corpora ion on paper that has everyone adhering to
and living by its tated standards, Can StiH mess up as a firm.
‘ノCorporations are casting about for answers and the smart
OneS aren’t naive enough to think that any one thing such as
Culture is the only answer,’’he c ntinued. ‘ノIt’s not. It can be a
useful tool, but it’s not the entire remedy.′’For an institution, SuCh
as Bank ofAmerica, however, there is the hope that it will at least
be helpful.葦
SRANLEY M. DAVIS Zs a reJeaγCh p7〆お10γ in fhe School〆‘
Manqgement an(i 。n independent con5ultant岬ecializil均m
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監監輔畳端麗
(Firenze, September 1983)
If on a winter’s night
I stumble from the bed,
dry-mOuthed and inelegant
and slug along the wall
Out tO the balcony
take comfort,
I am golng tO Firenze.
The night sky holds the breeze
along the Amo. Gold and ochre canvases
SPread coIor on the edge offall.
Statue’s hand on stars, and I have found
a fresco on the moon.
圏融
駐酷鵜範醗
Do you remember it was never really
night. Light from no apparent source
bled on the clty StreetS. Bodies
Struggled out of stone and
StOOd and stretched and laughed and loved.
Sometimes a Botticelli bent her head
and flesh of Titian’s eye would brush
your face. Calf muscle that Cellini carved
flick red with a pulse that kept
the chill offwinter. The heat you feel
is not the weather.
And ifyou ask me now
Why Michaelangelo made David’s hands so large
I think he saw the need for larger hands
as ifto help his Adam reach
Beyond the Vecchio there is another bridge
Where I am standing
and then, a bridge agam.
I.D. BARK4N
Law ’8I, Bo5tOn, Mas∫aChusetts
7th
C OMPETITION
FIRST PRIZE: Ilyse Bakan,
LAW’81; ′′ExceediIqg Gmp ’’
岬ircnze-S印tembeγ ’83)
SECOND PRIZE (tie):
Martha Bartlett, PAIJ39;
′′F卿ments ’’
Bemhard Hillila, CLA43;
’′Hai1 50ap ’’
THIRD PRIZE: Dr. Lila
Chalpin, SED’77; ’’Les Col-
佃ttes-Renoirt Home′′
HONORABLE MENTIONS :
Anna Michaud, MET’82;
ノノーthe nee(ile slide5 ′’
Joseph Stamey, GRS’68;
’′耽々im ’’
Ann Staffeld, CLA49/
GRS’52;ノ′Love #the
Ramp耳クe ’’
James McKenna, SPC’70;
ノ’My励ther’’and ’′ Goodky′e’’
JOURNAL ENTRIES :
V rginia Scott, CLA59;
′′Comir砂Home’’
Nancy Nalven, CLA82;
’’L短enir妙句r Ho7嶋α ’’
Dr. Ida Fasel, CLA’31/
GRS’45; ’′Comz卿励r’’
Henry Stimpson IⅡ,
CLA71; ′’Se折madeMan’’
Patti Borthwick, DGE’71/
SPC’73; ′′Noble D町Mo5tb′ On
the Blac友K砂の’’
Phil Turchin, DGE’67/
CLA72;ノ′Sec「et Name qf
Death ’’
Janet Ruth Falon, SPC’76;
’’Twin ’’
Dr. Polly Welts Kaufrnan,
SED’78; ′’Rehearsal’’
Dr. Charles F Herberger,
GRS’60; ′.Re50nant Reti-
CenCe: A f砂le’’
SPECIAL CATEGORY:
Dr. John Clinton, STH’17;
’′77でe Downtown ’’
Laura C. Geddes, SAR’20;
′′Maine USA’’
Rowland M. Hi11, GRS’29/
’41; ’A5IG移w乙や’’
Reu en Plevinsky, SMG’32;
’′Monkey Bu5iness ’’
The followlng POetS Were
r cognized for merit. They
COuld not be awarded prize
money because ofthe
restriction agalnSt rePeat
money winners in consecu-
tive years-Robin Mayer
St in, LAW’78; ′′Turm7移
了hirり′’’; Mary Sears Matt-
field, SED’55; ′’Lilac /n
勘∫adena.’’
JUDGES: Professor Donald
Junkins, Universlty Of
Massachusetts at Amherst
John Pijewski, CLA75;
Poet
Professor George E.
Starbuck, Boston Universlty
University Professor
Rosanna VI7arren, Boston
University; Chairwoman
Bert Hirshberg, Cooγ擁nator
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CHAPTER SIX
工
脇脇勿
the It)mmy Banks Dancers go
through a series oftap steps.
Paul was one, nOt featured but
Clearly a necessary member.
E N S E R N O V E L
RobeれB. Paheer
The room was small and hot and shabby, On a SeCOnd fIoor on
Huntington Avenue over a liquor store that advertised 10,000
CaSeS Ofice-COld beer. The dancers glistened with sweat. Paul
rehearsed in a palr Ofgray sweat pants held up by a blue and red
belt and a red T-Shirt that said Puma on the front. The sleeves had
been cut offand the neck cut out so that it was little more than a
Sleeveless undershirt.
Now that I knew Susan′s phone number, I could easily find her
address. On the other hand, ifshe wanted me to know her
address, She’d teH me.
The dancers took a break in the rehearsal and Tbmmy Banks
Came OVer tO meet me. Paul came with him・ Banks wore a pair of
black knit dance pants and a net poIo shirt cut offthe way defen-
Sive backs on Southem college football teams cut them o任so that
the stomach is bare. He was shorter than Paul and stocky for a
dancer and considerably older than Paul, nearly forty, PrObably.
His hair was cut short and receded from his forehead.
’′Mr. Spenser:’he said.ノノNice ofyou to come over.’’
We shook hands. Whatever his age and height′ he was in
Shape. Fine little musde pattems moved in Banks′s flat stomach.
We got ome co鮒ee from an automatic drip co節eemaker on a card
ble in one comer ofthe room next to the record player. The
dance s Iounged around smoking and drinking coffee and
StretChing.
“How much has Paul創Ied you in:’Banks said.
ノノJust that one ofyour dancers is missmg and you want me to
find h r.′′
ノノWell’’-Banks made a tight halfsmile-/ノthat′s the essence of
lt, lSn’  it.’’
I nodded.
ノ’She’s more than missmg:’Banks said. ′ノShe’s been taken.′′
Pau1 1ooked startled・ I nodded agam・
ノノShe′s been taken by the Bullies.′′
Pau=ooked more startled∴ノThe religlOuS grOuP?′′ I said・
’ノYes:’Banks said. ′′The Reorganized Church ofthe Redemp-
ion. You k ow ab ut it, I assume.′′
ノノI know that it exists, that its leader, POPe, Chiefwizard, What-
ever they aH him, is a guy named BuHard Winston who believes
Valediction ;s fhe Hth 。nc7 mo5t γeCent boo短n RoB岳RT PARKER′s,
GRS ′70, 5eries thatj訪ture5 Sp重NSER, the foz4gh, but fender Bosfon
C7etectit/e・拙s exceγpt Wa5 rCprintec7 k所eγmi5Sion万om
Valediction, CO砂′rテクht 1984, Delacorte pγeSJ/Sり′mOur LawγenCe.
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in the church militant.’’
′′Yes:’Banks said.ノノThey’ve taken Sherry:’
‘‘By force?’’
′ノYes:’
ノノYou didn′t tell me that:’I said to Paul.
ノノI didn’t know it:’Paul said.
′′They broke in:’Banks said,ノ′five ofthem, three men, tWO
women, in berets and fatigue dothes. They had automatic weap-
ons. one ofthem hit me with the butt ofthe weapon and
knocked me down. I was halfconscious. They grabbed Sherry,
bound her, and took her away. I was able to get to the door in
time to see them put her into the trunk ofa car and drive away.
Then I passed out:’
’And you didn’t call the cops:’I said・
Banks shook his head.ノ′I-I woke up and didn’t know what to
do and. ‥ Ijust walked around all night and came in the next day
and said Sherry was missing:’
ノノWhy no cops?’’
′′I didn′t want this tumed into a media circus like Patty Hearst.’’
I didn′t say anything. Paul was qulet, Standing a little to the
Side.
′And ・ ‥ I didn′t … yOu know how Patty Hearst′s fiance was
treated in the press.’’
I nodded.
′/I was ashamed:′ he said∴ノI was ashamed that they were able
to take heraway from me and I didn′t stop them:’
ノ′Five people with automatic weapons:’I said∴’Hard to stop.’’
‘’I could have died trymg.’’
′′I′m not sure we’d be better o任:’I said.
Banks shook his head as ifhe were trymg tO Shake something
o鰭i ‘′We11, anyWay. The company has chipped in and I have a bit
Ofmoney, and we wish to hire you to find her"’’
ノノOkay:’I said.ノ′I’ll need her pICture:’
Banks went to get it. I Iooked at PauL Paul shrugged. Banks
Came back with a manila folder in which was a publiclty PICture
Ofa young woman and a typed resume, and a handwritten
descrlPtlOn On White paper Iined with blue. =ooked at it. Her
name was Sherry Spe11man and she was twenty years old.
‘′She have much contact with the Bullies before:’I said.
ノノOh, hell:’Banks said, ’ノshe had a little, ah, flirtation I suppose
you’d say, While she was in co=ege, but∴’He shook his head and
made a dismissing shrug. I Iooked back down at her resume.
She’d gone oI工e year tO Bard College, 1eaving two years ago. She’d
been with Banks a year.
ノノNo calls:’I said, /ノno ransom notes?’’
Banks shook his head.
′′Why did they take her?’’I said.
’’丁b make her one ofthem:’Banks said. ′ノWe can’t le=hem do
that.’’
′’No:’I said.ノノI guess we can’t.’’
CHAPTER SEVEN
I働l物
Martin Quirk at police head-
quarters and got the name ofa
PrleSt Who consulted to the
department on oddball cults and religions.
’′Named Keneally:’Quirk said. ′′Professor of Comparative Reli-
glOn at B.C. Use my name:’
It had been a while since I′d been in my o鯖ce. It was stufiV
and the warm clty air coming through the open windows wasn’t
doing much to freshen it up. I Iooked out the window. The dark-
haired art director in the ad agency across the street was confer-
rmg OVer herboard with two colleagues. Tbo busy to Iook in my
WindoW Probably reslgmng. Probably gomg tO take a job in
Miami doing bilingual dope ads.
1 called up Wayne Cosgrove at the Globe・
′/Who’s your dance critic:′ I said.
‘ノNancy Quentin:’he said.
ノノWould you speak to her about me and tell her I′ll call her and
invite her to lunch.’’
ノノYou seen Nancy?′’Wayne said.
’’Business:’I said.ノ/I need some dance information.’’
′ノOkay. Her extension is 2616・ Call her in a half-hour or so. I’ll
have talked with her by then.’’
ノノUnless she’s out on asslgnment:’I said・
′Assign ent? It’s ten-thirty m the moming. How many
dance recitals you see at ten-[hirty in the moming?’’
‘ノOkay, ’’I said. ′’I’ll call her at eleven.′’
I hung up and looked out nay windbw some more. It was
Sunny. The art director and her colleagues had moved away from
her board and out of sight somewhere back in the office across the
Street,
At eleven I called Nancy Quentin.
ノA detective:’she said.ノノVery exciting for us arts-and-1eisure
types.’’
‘‘I imagme SO:’I said. ′ノWould you have lu、nCh with me at the
Ritz Cafe?’’
ノノ同day?’’
’ノYes.’’
‘ノI’ll be there in an hour. How wi⊥l I recognize you?’’
ノノI′ilbe in the lobby by the ca鮭looking out ofplace:′ I said・
ノ:See you there:’she said, and hung up.
I walked down Berke喜ey Street to my apartment on Marlbor-
Ough and put on a tie and my blue blazer with the tattersal=in-
mg, and strolled up Arlington to the Ritz・ They′d put up a second
tower beside the hotel and乱獲ed it with condominium apartments
that sold for a lot. The new building blended pretty well with the
OrlgmaL It did ′t improve anything but it didn′t look like a bad
CaSe Ofmange either When I tumed in through the revoIving
doors itwas ll:40. Timefora drink.
I sat atthebarand had an Irish whiskey on the rockswith a
twist and ate some peanuts and sipped the drink・ I Iooked at my
WatCh. Eleven-fifty. Almost nine o’dock in San Francisco. At
ll:55 I finis d the drink and walked out into the lobby. Abig
hard-looking guy with gray hair and a large stomach was gomg
up the curving rose-CarPeted stairway toward the dining room.
He paused on the stairs and looked at me and nodded・
ノノCallahan:’I said.ノ‘Still got that roll ofdimes?’’
He smiled and nodded∴ノBusiness or pleasure?’’he said to me.
ノノLunch with a dient:’I said∴ノNothing to do with the house.’’
Ca=ahan nodded agam, Pleasantly.ノノEnjoy:’he said.
I went and stood outside the cafe, near the desk, and waited. At
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ten past noon a woman about the size ofthe Gadsden Purchase
Came uP tO me and said,ノノMr. Spenser:’
I said yes and she said she was Nancy Quentin and I said,
ノノShall we to the cafe?’’and in we went.
The cafe at the Ritz would be the co任とe shop m anOther hotel,
but here it really was a cafe. The food was good, the service ele-
gant, the menu briefbut interestmg. It was a ground-floor room
and there were windows to sit by・ In the evenmg a yOung WOman
in a gown played the harp.
The waiter asked ifwe′d like a cocktail. Nancy had Campari
and soda. I had another Irish whiskey.
Nancy looked over at me. ‘′You’re right:’she said.ノノYou do Iook
Out Of place.’’
′And I’m wearlng a Brooks Brothers tie too:’
ノノIt’s not enough:’she said.
′ノI went to the Harvard commencement this year:’
ノノThat would help:’she said. ′’But only ifyou were still wearing
your little Harvard commencement badge.′′
’′Yeah・ I thought about it but was afraid I′d get caught. People
WOuld start asking me smart questions and they’d宜nd out I’d
neVer been.’’
ノ’Yes:’she said. ’ノThat is a danger:’
She was a very large-boned tall woman, and she had managed
to keep her weight up. She was probably珊y-five and wore a
loose-fitting dress with a small gray print in it, and a large straw
hat・ For her to find a loose-fitting dress was something ofa
triumph, I thought. She wore a lot ofmakeup, badly applied.
There was lipstick on her teeth. Ifshe’d been a dancer, it must
have been in Fdnta∫ia.
’At the commencement′ PeOPle were asking rea11y tough
OneS:’I said・ ‘‘Who’s yourbroker? Where can I get a deal on
VoIvo station wagons, that kind of stu且I felt reaHy humble.’’
She laughed∴ノI went to Wellesley:’she said∴ノI could have
answered those questons easily.’’
‘And now you write for the Globe? My God・′′
′′l七s, Plucky ofme, I think;’
The waiter took our order・ I had lobster salad. Nancy had the
minute steak. We had another round ofdrinks as we11.
′’What can you tell me about a dancer named Tt)mmy Banks:’
Isaid.
ノAh-ha:’Nancy said,ノノenough with the small talk:’
のYes:’I said,ノノoffwith the dothes.′′
She smiled agaln∴/T()mmy Banks:’she said. Outside our win置
dow′ On Newbury Street, a man_and woman were walking an
Afghan hound. The woman’s am was through the man’s. He was
much ta11er than she was and occasionally she banged her head
agamSt his upper arm as they walked, then looked up at him and
laughed about something. Maybe the dog. It′s hard not to laugh
at an Afghan hound.
‘‘丁bmmy Banks:’Nancy said.ノノIfcommitment were all it took,
he’d have been Nureyev, Or Fred Astaire.’′
ノノ丁dlent?’’
ノAre you a baseba= fan, Spenser?’’
/’Yes.’’
′‘His desire is Cooperstown. His talent is Pawtucket.’’
1 nodded.
‘‘He was in New York for a while, Studied with Cunningham,
danced as a chorus boy with some actress in a one-WOman Show,
Debbie Reynolds, =hink-yOu know, the star and four dancers
Who serve as context. He formed a tap company ofhis own, and
got some grant money and did a few co=eges and Summerthing
kinds ofappearances, Citicorp Center at noon, that kind ofstuff;
and then he packed it in and cameback to Boston. I believe he feIt
New York commercialism w  stifling. Here he has a school, and a
COmPany that instructs at the school and is drawn from it and he
WOrks at expanding the tap-dance form.’’
′ノIs he being successful?’’
She smiled・ The waiter brought my lobster salad and Nancy′s
Steak・ Susan would have had only an appetizer・ Probably smoked
Salmon. Maybe one glass fwhite wine, Which she wouldn′t fin-
ish・ Nancy ordered a beer. Ijoined her.
‘ノSuccessful?′’Nancy said・ノ′No, nOt Very. I can applaud his
attempt to enlarge the narrative possibilities oftap, but his actual
imovations are less successful than the conceptlOn, ifyou fo11ow
What I’m saylng. Are y u familiar with dance?′′
‘A little:’I said. ′′I have a friend who dances.′′
ノノIn some ways Tbmmy would be best in an academic settmg
Where his experiments wouldn′t have to be self-SuPPOrtmg. His
imagmation is limited.’’
“Do you know about him as a person?’’
ノノNot very much. We’ve met but I don’t know him well. I know
he’s very driven by an ambition that overleaps his skills. He is, I
believe′ a Very tO gh disciplinarian with his dancers, and people
in the business don’t like him very much.’’
ノノHow about one ofhis dancers, Sherry Spellman?′′
Nancy shook her ead∴ノNo. I don’t know her:’
I had fin shed my Iobster salad and my beer・ Three whiskies
and a beer at midday and I was feeling mushy. Nancy ate the last
Ofher steak・ ′′Why are you interested in all this?′′ she said.
ノ′Offthe record?′′ I′d always wanted to say that to a reporter.
’’Deep background:′ Nancy said.
′ノSherry’s missing. Banks daims she was kidnapped by the
Reorganized Church of the RedemptlOn.’’
Nancy raised h r eyebrows. ′ノThe Bu11ies kidnapped her?′′
ノ’That’s what Banks said.′′
ノノYou sound skeptlCal:’she said.
ノノNot rea=y skeptlCal′ it′s a deep-Seated habit I′ve developed
from spending the l st twenty years ta量king with people who
SPeak with fo ked tongue.’’
′ノCynicaL’’she said.
’′Mor  th n that・ The story doesn′t make a lot ofsense. First of
alL it soundsjust like the Hearst kidnappmg, and second, Banks
never ca看led the cops. Says he doesn’t want a media circus like the
Hearst case.′’
ノノThat may be the definition of ego:′ Nancy said.ノ/Imaglmng
yourselfworthy ofa media circus・ The Hearsts maybe, but Tbmmy
Banks?’’
’′I kno . He also said he was ashamed that he hadn′t died
trylng tO SaVe her:’
She sh ugged∴ノMo e convinclng. I believe he has some kind of
belt in karate. But・ ‥′′ Nancy shrugged and widened her eyes.
’‘Five people with automatic weapons-doesn’t make much dif-
ference wha  kind ofbelt you have.′′
ノノI would think not:’Nancy said.♯
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Tt) Order your copy of Cbokir妙耳y D卿eC§, fi11 out this coupon and mail
along with your check for $12.95 each (alurmi discounted price),
Plus $2.00 per book for postage and handling, tO: COOKBOOK,
10 Lenox Street, Brookline, Massachusetts O2 146.
NAME SCHOOL/YEAR
ADDRESS
Endosed is my check for $
S TA丁重 ZIP
藍鑑籠鑑畿
IN-D且PT打
T荻ing Js鋤e With Nutrition
We do not share the interpretation ofthe
facts related to diet and cardiovascular dis-
ease that were expressed by Dr. Joseph J.
Vitale in the January and May 1984 issues
Of Bostonia M移aZine. In the January lSSue,
Which was devoted to the subject ofnutri-
tion, Dr. Vitale included concepts regarding
the role ofdiet and heart disease which
flawed what was otherwise an informative
artide. This was followed in the May lSSue
by a misleading crltlque Ofthe recent Pri-
mary Prevention Trial of the Lipid Research
Clinics supported by the National Heart,
Lung and BIood Institute and repo正ed in
the January 1984 issue ofthe Jouγnal〆“the
American Me(iical As50Ciation ,
In essence, there is, at the present time,
COPIOuS, irrefutable evidence that: The
amount and composition of fats and steroIs
in the diet are important determinants of
the concentration of cholesterol, triglycer-
ide and lipoproteins in our blood.
The concentration of lipids and lipopro-
teins in the blood is an important factor in
Predicting whether or not a middle-aged
man will develop coronary heart disease. It
also contributes to the risk of stroke and
OCdusive peripheral arterial disease.
A significant reduction of the serum total
and low-denslty lipoprotein cholesteroI can
be accomplished both by diet alone as well
as by drugs such as cholestyramine. Such
reduction slgnificantly reduces the risk of
heart attacks.
Estimates have also been made that
Changes that Americans have already made
in their diets during the past 15 years
account for more than 25 percent ofthe
reduction of deaths from coronary heart
disease that has occurred between the years
Of1968and 1983.
We urge everyone to follow the prudent
dietary guidelines of the Senate Select
Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs
and the American Heart Association. More
SPeCifica=y, We reCOmmend that dietary fat
be restricted to no more than 30 percent of
Ca獲ories; tub margarines and liquid vegeta-
ble oil should replace butter and other
′′hard’’fat from animal sources in order to
increase polyunsaturated fat intake at the
expense of saturated fats; and dietary cho-
lesteroI should be restricted to 300 mg. per
day or萱ess.
We hope that this letter will help to
COunterbalance the information contained
LETT田RS T10 THE EDITIOR
in these two recent issues of Bostonia Mczga-
Zine and will help your readers to develop
Prudent dietary habits.
Joseph Stokes IⅡ, M"D・
William P Castelli, M.D.
Aram V Chobanian, M.D.
Thomas R. Dawber, M.D., M.PH.
William B. KanneユタM.D., M.PH.
Thomas J. Ryan, M.D.
Donald M. Small, M.D.
H. Emerson Thomas, Jr., M.D.
Charles P Ti節, M.D.
Philip A. Wolf, M.D.
MembeγS Qf the SchooI QfMedicinejれulり′
Dr. Vitale’s response:
Dr Stokes, et 。l. 。初I c砂t,e fhatpatients
With砂percholeste7t)lemia aγe 。t ri諒fo (ievel-
OpZng heart di5eaSe. Theγe f5 nO C海czgreement
among 。アリmVOIvell fn fhe (liet-heart di5eaSe
COnt7t)Ve7ny With much Qrthe fhree point5
madeめ′ Dr Stoke5, 7he (ガ5%γeement誌Onb′
With fhe /nappropγiate?e Qfthe woγds
′′impoγtant deteγminants, ’’‘′仁ypercholesteγ0-
lemia ’’and ′′5初n殉antb′ γeduces fhe ris串f
heart 。ttac短.’’彫have challe7甥eC7 Dr
Stoke5′ et 。l・ fo show ma7’卵/訪s l新sbelieveγ?
One Stu匂′ in which choleste7t’l-loweγZng γ紗-
men5 CJtabli5hed both #caり′ an(わ(祐少In
γe岬OnSe fo fhiJ Challerぴhe cite5 fhe γt,5ults Qf
the均?id Clinical Research 7ナials (LCR7).
777ejれ5 。re Jn(ii5putable. 4βeγ 5el/en yeaI5
and $150,000, 000 dollaI5, theγe We(e 71
C7eath5 fn /he placebo (COntγOl) gγOup 。初68
擁ath5 fn /he (iγ均g/c7ietg7t)up; Onb′ 1.7peγCent
d娩碓nCe between gm/pわn γi5短o heart擁-
ea5e (C7eath oγ mOγbid助JnvoIvirぴOnly 3800
pat ents t/eγ a Sel/en-year peγiod; 。nd 。 Jta-
ti5tically f初n卯Cant fncγea5e fn gastγOintes-
tinal canceγ deaths czn(igall bladdeγ擁ease.
777e qZ/e5tions γemain an(i mu∫t γemain:
What czγe the γtSk/bene輝Qfγe(iucir肇7 fhe
5eγum Chole5te7t)l Zn patien短zt ri諒? Wheγ扉s
the #ca(y OγS毎ry Jn fhe LCRTstu匂′?丁he
LCRT stu砂one QfappγOXimately 24 a(ldre55-
in〆he same que5tion, ha5 nOt CStablishe(i砺-
Caり′ 0γ 5〆砂
The劫o在znd Nutrition Boa(d qfthe
National Aca(iena理f5cience, National
Re5eaγCh Council (ioes not物γee高th /he γt,C置
Ommen(才ations ma(ieめ′ the American Heart
Association. 7he FNB γepOrt Cntitle(7,
′′7bwaγd Healt材諦Diets,’’Mの′ 27 J983,
Which料。l/ailablejナom the FOo(l 。n(i N研r手
tion Boa(d, NA5, 2101 Con扉itution At/enue,
N. W,丁偽Shington, D. C. 20418, 5乙働e5t5
mo(iemtion Jn caloric Jntake an(i caution5
C移ain5t dietaIy Char移e5力γ all ’者ee-1iving ’’
healthy American5.
Calculation Cor砂Sion
In yoしIr reCent issue on Nutrition (January
1984), yOu PreSented a format for calculating
′′HowMany Calories Do Y()u Bum?’’(Page ’
69). I believe the format contains errors that
Can lead to confusion:
l ) We know that energy spent during sleep
is greater than zero.
2) I assume decimal points were omitted
from the ’ノEnergy Spent’’column.
3) Apples and oranges were mixed at
’/stairs up and down:’second column. Are
you asking for minutes per flight ofstairs,
etc・? I believe you were calculatmg muSCular
activlty Only and must add basal metabolism.
Harvey Grossman, SFA ’85
Livingston, New Jersey
7hankyoujZ)ryOur COγreCtion. yZ’u CZre rそクht.
Please czd(i ba5al metaboli5m fnto yO研
Calculations. 7he SpaCe On /he chart should be
un(iのTtOO〈i a5 a decimal poznt. Anllye5, We研t,
asking句γ number cfminutes peγjl互7ht〆‘
5tailS.
J?辞nse gr W物ht l偽tche7鯵
I eIT]Oyed the January special edition of
BoftOnia, but I would like to take exceptlOn tO
One PleCe Ofinformation that, from my pomt
Ofvievv, is an error. On page 40, the Weight
V∨atchers diet is described as a ‘’quick-loss
fad di t.’’From my perspective, this is not
based on fact  Yes, Weight Watchers is a
r duced calorie diet, but I do not believe
fora minute that it is a fad. In fact, it is not
COnSidered to be so much a diet as it is a ′′way
Oflife:’which provides an average 1200
Cal ri s a day during the reducing phase
and somewhat more, depending on an
individual’s makeup′ during maintenance.
Tb call it a ’′fad diet’’misses the pomt Ofa
PrOgr m that provides excellent nutrition.
Tb say thatノ’This may cause trouble by
SeVerely reducing caloric intake and by
POSSibly limiting the amount ofcalcium and
iron in the diet:’is wrong when applied to
he Weight Watchers program, eSPeCia11y
When you consider that for women, it
requires two glasses ( 16 oz.) ofskim milk
daily (Or equivalents) and at least four ounces
Ofliver a week, aS Well as a number ofdark
green vege ables, like sp獲naCh, that also
PrOVide iron. (For men and teenagers, the
amounts are greater). I am a Weight Watcher,
and find the program to be a very livable one.
In fact, it recommends just what you
recommend for well-being, throughout this
issue. I hink you do the Weight Watcher
Org ization a disservice by lumpmg lt
together with diets that are clearly deficient
in certain nutrients and also that put the
emphasis on aノノquick fix’’for a problem that
requires extensive behavioral changes.
Mau een V Gorman, S巳D ’82
Milford, Conne ticut
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COntinuedfrom page 53
Ma7γ than欠s ‥.・
It took me a long tlme tO read this issue and
COmPrehend as much as possible. But it was
WOrth the e批)rt. An exce11ent pleCe Of work,
with statements that I have never read before.
I wonder ifthe medical field /ikeJ uS nOt tO
understand.
Norma Getchell
Malvem, Pennsylvania
Thank you for the January 1984 issue of
Bostonia. I work as a communlty nutritionist
in a home health agency, and most ofmy
Patients are elderly, POOr and chronically ill.
As a result, I see a lot ofenvironmental
factors that contribute to poor nutrition,
Often exacerbating the medical condition.
Sometimes, a lifetime ofpoor eatmg habits is
implicated-Which is when I wish people had
a greater appreciation of nutrition from
childhood.
Unfortunately, I often宜nd that younger
PeOPle-though raised in an era ofmuch
more technoIogy and educational
OPPOrtunlty-have much less nutrition
knowledge than their parents/grandparents
Who were raised on farms. Growmg uP With
fast foods, SnaCk foods and on葛the-run meals
SeemS tO engender perverted nutrition
COnCePtS OrJuSt One big nutritional void.
Why am I writing? I think because while a
Student at Boston Universlty, I had no
invoIvement with nutrition other than trymg
to eat on $5.00 a week. I don’tthinkIwas
even aware of the existence of Sargent
College, muCh less take courses there.
So this is the wistfulness ofhindsight.
Wishing that I could have taken better
advantage of the great resources of Boston
Universlty While I was there, because
education is a wonderful experience.
Robin L. Spence, CLA ’71
Baltimore, Maryland
SPOR場;
Fbr fhe Rec ld
Thanks f r the Bo5tOnia dedicated to sports
(May 1984). Excellent as usual.
Just like to make sure Dick Dew gets the
ChronoIogy straight (Metamoγpholねon
Babcoc后Street). The ′′Friends of Boston
University Crew’’would have to be very
lucky to have an intramural rowing
PrOgram tOday ifit hadn’t been for the
Friends, COaChes and team members back
in 1979.
Scott Rossiter, CLA ’72
Uxbridge, Massachusetts
Pmisejbr Science WれtiI均
I recen ly etu d from a tnP tO China to
fin a copy fthe May lSSue OfBostonia
Waiting. The article,ノAnaerobic Threshold:’
COnStituted a superb piece of scientific
Writing. The accuracy of the information
and the writer’s grasp ofthe material came
through loud and dear.
I was actually made aware ofthe
appearance ofthe artide at the annual
meetlng Ofthe American College of Sports
M dicine in San Diego. A number of
Bo ton University faculty and alumni who
were in attendance alerted me to its
appearance and heaped words ofpraise on
the artide and the manner in which ′’hard-
core science’’was made so understandable.
Many thanks!
Howard G. Knuttgen, Ph.D.
Professor and Chairman
Sargent College
Department of Health Sciences
A Lor炉D短ance F妬ht
Tbday my pupil, Timothy Smith, brought in
a duster ofballoons that his father was able
to gaffin the Bay of Fundy while fishing.
One balloon said Reunion Bo5tOn脇iveγS砂
ve would like to know more about how
hey came to be o任the coast ofNova Scotia.
Thank you.
Diane Rose
Grade 3 teacher
Port Maitland Consolidated SchooI
Durmg Reunion彫eken(i, Mの′ 11-13, balloon5
Weγe d短vibute`i fo celeb7tZtZr移。lumni 。t fhe
Gala Finale par少I待concei脇ble fhat fOme
hap〃′ alumnus /et fhe balhon go /nto /he
Boston s匂′ an〈わtarted ft on ft5 Cana(ガan
jOurnり′・ Ju5t Spγea(iim /he Reunion cheeγ!
Bosわnこ加i岬榔互
Cooks Center
Submissions to the new Intema-
tiona獲Cookbook are now being
accepted. Send us your favorite
ethnic rec喜Pe With name,
address, SChool/year, COuntry Of
Orlgln and any pertinent anec-
dote or observation. Title sugges-
tions are also welcome. Ifyours is
Chosen, yOu Will win dinner for
two. Address submissions and
title suggestions to thelCooks
Committee, 10 Lenox Street,
Brookline, Massachusetts O2146.
Gmd〃ate 4炉ni砂Centers [碑daわ
Poetry Center
For a lis  of Seventh Competition
Winners, See Page 44. Thanks to
a= poets who partlCIPated. Tb
ent r the Eighth Competition,
Send no more than two unpub-
I shed po ms to the Alumni
Poetry Center, 10 Lenox Street,
Brookline, Mas achusetts O2146.
The eadline is April l, 1985.
Watch forthe date ofthe next
POetry reading evening ln
theね萱量.
Writing Center
The deadline for the Third Writ-
ing Competi ion has been
extended to October J5, 1984. Sub-
mit one pIeCe Ofeither published
Or unP bIished material to the
Alumni Writing Center, 10 Lenox
Street, Brookline, Massachusetts
O2146. For more information,
Ca11 Bert Hirshberg at (617)
ううう-8988.
帝国鐙粥総監
◆ 、 、、
態醍醐簡罷醍
Visual Arts Center
The Alumni VisuaI Arts Center
Wi= sponsor aJuried show next
February in the George Sherman
Union Ga=ery. Participants have
been ch sen from Center mem-
bers living i  the Boston area
who have submitted slides to our
Permanent files. Ifyou would
like tojoin the visual Arts Cen-
ter, Send your resume and four to
Six recent slides ofyour work to
the Alumni Visual Arts Center,
10 Lenox Street, Brookline,
Massachusetts O2146.
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「臆漢
書図書
弼鰯蹴鰯酬闇甲醜聞闇鱈醍態醍醐顎醐
September 8タで984　3王3O p,m,
Package Å-DAY TRIP
Round巾ip ll-ain & Game Ticket $30
1tain leaves Boston’s South Station-9 a.m
Stops: Route 128, Providence,
New London, New Haven
Package 〇〇WEEKEND TRIP
Round巾ip巾ain, Game Ticket
and Ovemight atthe She「aton Centre
$97 per person, doubIe occupancy
$86 per person, tripIe occupancy
Package incIudes open Sunday return ticket
and $9 game ticket (Other prices avaiIabie)
(Hotei only: Singie $72; Double $79;
l十ipIe $83)
OP丁IONAしACTIV格丁IES: Friday Night CocktaiI Party, Saturday Brunch, U.S○ ○pen Tickets, Sunday Theatre Matinees
1 want to Paint the Tbwn Red with the Boston University Terriers.
Enciosed is rTly Checkfor
Enciosed is my check for
Enciosed is my checkfor
rese vations forthe Day巾ip Option (Package A-$30)○ ○fotal:
rese「vations forthe Weekend Option (Package B-$97/$86). 「btai:
rese vations at the Sheraton Centre (Hotei Oniy Option -$72/$79/$83). 「t)tai:
NAME SCHOOL/YEAR
ADDRESS
CI丁Y
HOME TELEPHONE
Masterca「d or Visa #
Explration date
巾ain Stop Preference
BUSINESSTELEPHONE
Boston University AffiIiation
_Boston　　　　　　　　　　_New London　　　　　　_Aiumnus
_Route 128　　　　　　　　_New Haven　　　　　　　_Parent
_P「ovjdence　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　_Student
_Friend
Make checks payabieto Boston UnIVerSltyand mail aiong with
the coupon to: Boston University Ticket Office, 285 Babcock
Street, Boston, Massachusetts O2215. For more information, CaIi
(617) 353-2873.
Reservations must be received no later than Augus=5, 1984,
′　臆臆　′′
Antiqu es
ScIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS of
COllectorqua岨y. Buyi[g, Send photos, desc「iption, COndltio[ and
P「iCe tO Mo[t Pack, 1812 West 45th Street, Kansas Clty, MISSOuri 64111
Au di oNide o/I叫e s
ALTERNATIVE VIDEO: A= kinds! Cataiogs $2,00
(refundable). Stefaan Ja[SSen Studio, Dept. B, 4615 N LlnCOl[,
Chicago川l[OIS 60625
THE JEWISH CASSETTE LIBRARY hlgh quaiity p「o-
grams Produced byfamed p「Oduceron various aspects ofJewish
historya[d cultu「e Lib「ary lnCludes popula「 musIC COmPOSed ln the
ghettos and conce[tration camps, Sung l[ EnglIShforthefirsttime.
Theate「in ghettos a[d camps. inte「Views w冊Survivors, SePhardlC
hlsto「y and music言heJewISh origln Ofthe psychoanalytie move-
me[t　冊ervleWS Wlth authorltatlVe SCholars, C「eative documen-
ta「ies. Faci=tiestotapeyour旧e. Fo「Cata10g a[d而Ormat10n Wrlte
OrCa=: Ba「ba「a Londin, 1365 Yo「kAve[ue, NewYo「k, NewYork
「OO21 (212) 734-6057.
Bed and Breakfast
GREATER BosTON HospITALITY: A Bed and
Breakfast Service offe「S 「eaSO[abiy prlCed accommodatio[S in
iovely metropoiitan Bosto両OmeS Write: Greate「 Boston Hospita上
ity, PO. Box l142, B「OOkiine, Massachusetts O2146 Phone
(617) 734-0807
Books/Publications
CIVILWAR BooKS, PaPe「, Photos Cata10g fo「two
StamPS MacDo[ald’s M冊ary, Eustis, Mal[e O4936.
C aのlogs
ANTIQUE ScIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS; MedlCa上
Nautiea上Microscopes, Scales, G10bes Three catalogs $5 00 Alex
Peck, PO. Box 710-4, Charieston, =li[Ois 61920. (217) 348-1009
BuyIng Same
BooMERANGS〇・INCREDIBLE RETURNS! Exc直
川g SPO「t-…ique gift. Best select10n Worldwide. FREE冊st「ated
Cata10g Youcan do ltl Boome「angMan, 31十BPark, Monroe, Loursl-
ana 71201
RARE NEWSRAPERS! Ge…[e, hlStO「ical Extensive cata-
10g $1 Hughes, 2410 North刷Is DrIVe, Wii=amspo「t, Pennsyiva[la
17701.
EINSTEIN, WITTGENSTEIN, GERTRUDE
STEIN a[d 600 0ther phl10SOPhers, SCle[tists, autho「s, artists,
COmPOSe「S and hlStOrlCai personages on p川S and magnets Free
l‖ustrated cataIogi Butto[WO「ks, 671 State St「eet #4, Portsmouth,
New Hampshlre O3801
FREE Aviation, Ship, Armorand Space book cata10g Aero, 329B
West Aviation, Fallbrook, Ca冊ornia 92028-3299
CIothing
BosTONIA T-SHIRTS. Avallable ln yOur Choice of two
COior comblnat10nS (tan wlth navy Iette而g or navy with whlte letterl[g)
andaselectionofsIZeS● S,M工X」, fo「0[iy$5 95each plus$1 00
POStage Bosto[ia丁Shi「ts, 10 LenoxSt「eet, Brooki川e,
Massachusetts O2146.
Co富respondence
ORIENTAL PENFRIENDS seek co「「espo[dence Aslan
Excha[ge, Box 「O21B丁, Honokaa, Hawa町96727
EmpIoyment
STUDENTS JoBS NEEDED fo「 Boston UniVerSlty Stu-
de[tS Co[taCtthe Stude[t Emp10yment OfflCe, 881 Commo[Wea冊
Ave. , Boston, Massachusetts/02215
Exhibitions
IDEAS, INVENTIONS, teChno10gy Wa[ted=ndustry
PreSe[tation/[ational exhibitio[十(800) 528-6050, X831
PAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Fo富Sale
SILVER FLATWARE/HoLLOVARE. Oid Makers, Paト
ter[S, Tell meyou「 “needs’’MISCe=arge[y J E Mettle「, Box =O77,
BaitimOre, Maryland 21212 (301) 547-1013.
LENOX-OxFORD-TEMPERVARE - dlSCOntInued paト
terns bought/SOld Send seif-addressed stamped enveIope with
Pattern requeSt. Jacqueiynn’s China Matching Se「vice, 4770 No「th
Oakland Ave…e  Miiwaukee, Wisco[Si[, 53211. (414) 962-7213
ERIC HERZ HARPSICHORDS, INC. 30 years’expe「-
1enCe; 18th Centu「yt「adit10nS and sound, SuPerbly crafted, Stable
a[d relIable lnStrume[tS Forfree cataiog, W「ite: 12 Howa「d Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts O2139. (617) 868-6772.
Garde ning
′ノCATALOG OF UNUSUAL SuccuLENTS′′ DIS-
COVe「the Ia「gestselectiO[ Ofweird and unusuai succule[tS-OVer
150 photographs Se[d $1.00. Cata10g Of Unusuai Succulents,”
Dept B , 553Bue[aCreek, San Marcos, Ca冊0「nia92069
Ha皿di c ra請s
ARKANSAS HANDCRAFTED QuILTS: Warmth
and satistaction gua「anteed Fo「川format10n BettyToy, 2609 Shay
Cove, Little Rock, Arkansas 72204　Creditca「ds welcome.
Instruction
LEARN A SECOND LANGUAGE. Prove∩ Rapid
M thod Several CoursesAvallable Detaiis‘ APOGEE PRODUCTS,
2464 EI CamlnO Reai #143B, Sa[ta Cla「a, Ca旧0…a95051
Miscel量a叩
SuspENDERS/BRACES-decidedly `廿, Largest Selec-
tio[ Free brochure, Ber[a「do, 2400 Westhelmer, #108W(B),
Houston, TX 77098.
GENUINE STOCK CERTIFICATES, Oid rallroads,
mlneS言ndustries, etC. 10 different, $3 00-Jerry BIIiahan, Box427,
Wo「Ia[d, Wyomlng 82401
Services
HYPNOTHERAPIST/LICENSED PsYCHOLO-
GIST, Coo囲ge Corne「 HeaIth insu「ance accepted Dr Go冊urgh,
Br ok=ne, Massachuse ts (617) 734-6996
JoINTHE FuN-En10ythe best ln New E[gland Co=ege
Spo「ts with yourTe「「lerSpo「ts Pass Order[OW Ca= (617)
353-3838 Case Ce[ter Ticket Office.
T書甜脂1
SMALL INTIMATE GROUP TouRS, Southwest
A「Chaeo10glCal sites. Learnlng Adve[tureS, 1556B Georgla, Boulder
City, Nevada 890 5
CRUISE ENGLISH CANALS. Fourguests, hlStO「lan-
SklPPer. $395 weekly. Box 2083, Sp…gfleld, Massachusetts O「「O「
丁el (413) 736-5937
ExpL RE CLASSIC ANASAZI sites. Hop十NavaIO-
iand. Lea「[i[g Adventures, 1556 Geo「gla, BoulderClty, Nevada
89005
ExpERIENCE INDIA-Janua「y 1985, 18 days $2998
NY/BOS Mack MitChe町STH ’61, 40 Church Street, Northbo「Ough,
Massachusetts O1532
Vacation Rent ls
EASTMAN, GRANTHAM, NH-Luxury lakeslde clus-
terhome Th「eebed「00mS Golf Stepstobeach, boati[g, tennis
$525 pe「Week/SummerS AIso fall weeke[ds, Skl VaCatio[S Ivan
Be[da, One Ga=ison Avenue, Marblehead, Massachusetts O1945
(617) 631 -7605
ADIRONDACK LoDGES o[ UpperSara[aC Lake Avall-
ablefor2weekso「amo[th JulythroughSeptember Everythlng
PrOVided fo「comfo「tabIe ‖v川g ln quletWOOds Please wrlte Bartiett
CarryClub, PD, Tuppe「 Lake, NewYork 12986
ExpERIENCE FRANCE. Vacation home rentals f「om
fa「mhousesto chateaux. Picto「ial cata10g $5, CHEZVOUS, 220
Redwood Highway, Suite 129-0, M用Va=ey, Ca冊Ornia94941
(415) 331 -2535
EscAPE To THE IsLANDS. Stayat Maho Bay NY
TlmeS SayS: “A[ eCOIogical showplace …fi「StCIass $40 dbl for
te[t-Styled canvas cottages ln USVi「g川Isiands Natjonai Pa「ko[
St Joh正’Cail toIi free 800-392-9004 0rin NY212-472-9454 for
b「OChure, 「eSerVations and special air fares. A beautIfui piayg「Ound
forhiking, SnO「ke=ng, Sa両g nd luStPlaln relax川g. CaIl now!
VACATION ST MAARTEN
A luxurious C aribbean hideaway on the seafront
with fresh water swimming pool. 4 beautiful
condominiums ( l and 2 bedrooms) available f。r
rent: Call Oll-599-5-2652: Telex: 8055 Hasbo
NA COURTWELL N.V Box 431B Philipsburg,
St. Maarten NA
B y Gold & Silver Scrap
AIVailable everywhere. Big profit. Experience,
Investment unnecessary!
Write for FREE INFORMATION:
L. C. Meredith
PO. Box l1216　　　　　　　　　　　Reno, NV 89510
醍轟
SECTION RATES: One- Orfwo-t/me /nSert10nS, $1.50 per
WO「d, Or$100 perc lumn lnCh (2346X l) Three- tO柄e-t/memSer-
tIOnSWIthl[ Oneyear $1. 0 perword, Or$95 perlnCh S/x-t/me
/nsertions, $1 30 pe「word, Or$90 pe「血h There is a lO-WOrd
mlnlmu町telepho[e numberswlll countas one wo「d, ZIP COdes wl=
befree Thefi「sttwo wo「ds ofeach ad w用be pr両ed in boldface at
[O additional charge, addItio[al words l[ boldface wl冊e charged
twICethe per-WOrd rate BOSTONiA box numbe「S W用be availabiefor
$5 plusthe chargeforth「eewords, all box numbers shouid be
accompanied by one o「 more large self-addressed enveIopes All
adve「tisements must be prepaid. Copydead=nes a「e sIXWeeks
befo「e publication dates Ads a「e accepted at BOSTONiA’s dlsc「e-
t10[ You may chargewith MasterCa「d o「VISa by suppIylng the ca「d
numbe「and expl「ation date, O「Send check/moneyo「der payableto
BOSTONIA Magazl[etO Classifled Advertising, BOSTONIA Maga-
Zl[e, 10 Lenox Street, B「ookil[e, Massachusetts O2146. DIreCt inqui-
「ies to the Adve「tising Manage「, (617) 353-3081/9704
ADDRESS
CiTY
椅臆易
TELEPHONE
臆Checkor Mo[ey O「derof$_lS enCiosed
Bi= My“臆MasterCard　　　　_ViSa
Account Number
Expiratio[ Date
Signature
丁h Ad should 「un l thefo=0Wing iSSueS:
Prefer「ed Category for Ad to appear i[:
Ad Copy: (attach here oron an add砧Ona巾age)
Mallto: Bostonia Classifieds, 10 Le[OXStreet,
Brookline, Massachusetts O2146
56 . Ji//y　1984 . Bostonia . INSIGHT
Think of us
as t血e
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
660 BEACON STREET.BOSTON
AI Kenmore坤uare. Hours: MorL-Saし9:抑m-7pm; Sun. 12-5pm. Major (1edit cards accepted
Valldated parking around the comer.
’●B富and Names for Less’’
Store locations:
AしHoove「
AZ Phoenix (2). Tempe
CA Canoga Park,
Citrus Heights.
Costa Mesa. EI Caion.
F「esno, Fullerton.
G「anada HiIIs,
Huntington Beach,
ねguna H眠.
しa Mi「ada. Newark.
Pleasant Hi=.
Sac「amento( 2 ).
San Djego. San Jose (3).
Solana Beach. Stockton,
丁housand Oaks.
To「rance. Tustin,
W. Covina
CO Arvada. Auro「a.
CoIo「ado Springs,
Denve「
CT Avon, Cheshi「e,
Danbury. Hamden、
Mancheste「.
New London. 0「ange,
Watertown,
Wethersfield
DE Wilmington
FしAltamonte Sp「ings.
Clearwate「, Dei「ay Beach.
Ft. Mye「S, Hialeah.
Hollywood. JacksonwlIe,
Napies, Pompano Beach.
Sarasota. South Miami,
St. Pete「Sbu「g, Tama「ac、
West PaIm Beach
GA Atlanta. Marietta,
Morrow, Sandy Springs.
Stone Mountain
IA Des Moines
lしBe「Vvyn. Ca看umet City.
Countryside, DeerfieId.
HanNOOd Heights.
Ho簡man Estates,
しOmba「d. Mel「OSe Pa「k,
Matteson. Morton G「0Ve.
Mt. Prospect. Oak Lawn
IN Highland,
lndianapolis (2)
KS Ove「land Park
リ¥ Elmwood. Gretna
MA Bedford. Canton,
Chelmsfo「d. Danvers.
F「amingham. Franklin.
Hingham, Hyannis.
Leomjnster, MarIbo「O.
Ma「shfield, Medfo「d.
Newton. Reading.
South Weymouth.
SpringfieId, Swampscott.
Tewksbury. Watertown
ME South Portland
MD Greenbelt.
GIen Bu「nie. Rocl(∨紺e.
Towson
M! Ann A「bor. Rosev紺e,
Southfield
MN BIoomington.
Columbia Heights,
Crystal, Richfield,
Rosevi lle
MO Ballwin, FIo「issant.
I ndependence ,
Kansas City.
Sunset輔IIs
NC Cha「10tte,
G「eensboro
NH Bedtord. Nashua.
Portsmouth. Salem
NJ East Brunswick.
Edison. Moorestown,
Sh「ewsbury,
Toms Rive「. Wayne.
West Caidwell
NV Las Vegas, Reno
NY Hartsdale. Kingston.
Letham. Nanuet,
Poughkeepsi e.
Rochester (3)
(Ll) CarIe PIace.
Commack, East Islip.
Huntington. Lawrence.
Lindenhurst.
緋Ony B「○○k
OH CoIumbus (Z). Springdale
PÅ King of Prussia,
嶋nghome.
Marple-Springfield,
Montgome「yvi=e.
Northeast Philadelphia.
Wi=ow G「OVe
RI C「anston.
East P「OVidence
SC Cha「leston
丁N Memphis,
Nashv唖e. Raleigh
TX Almeda. Da=as (2),
Hedwig V紺age, Houston.
Hu「St. N. Da=as,
N. Houston. San Antonio (3).
Sharpstown. 1yle「
VA Alexandria (2),
Richmond (2). Viema
肌Tukwila
田圃
●
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